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PREFACE
As a child I became interested in the Greeks through
reading their myths.

This interest increased, as I read

their epics and dramas, and then contracted and focu sed
on Aeschylus.

Therefore, when the time came for me to

choose a thesis topic, I wanted to work with some facet
of Greek dra ma , especially Aeschylean drama .

When I re ad

Melville's Moby-D1ck in an American literature c ourse, I
was immedi a tely struck with the Aeschylean spirit of the
book and eA p ecially the Promethean elements as exemplified by Ahab.

I then made a short report in class on

those char1;1.cteristics found in Ahab, and from tha t short
report came my thesis.

Now, after I have written the

thesis and have omitted as much me.terial as I have included, I feel that p er haps I should ha.ve saved the sub ject for my dis s ertation .
The organization of my thesis is simple .
t he chronology of my studying and reading.

It fol l ows

Chap ter I dis-

cusses the Promethela and Prometheus as well as his antagonist .

Chapter I I analyzes Ahab's antagon i st and two

characters closely related to Ahab.

Chapter III describes

Ahab, and Chapter IV compares Aha.b with all aspects of
Prometheanism.
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appreciation to Dr . Autrey Nell Wiley.

To her f i ne criti-

cal Judgment and her patient and kind assistance I owe the
best of my thesis .
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CHAPTER I

THE PROMETHEAN HERO DERIVED FROM THE PROMETHEIA
'It is interesting, 11 se.ys Charles Olson, "that, in
the same place where the notes for Y~by-Dick are written in
his Shakespeare, Melville jots down :

1

Eschylus Tragedie s. ' 11 1

Beyond this jotting, search for proof that Melville read any
of Aeschylus has revealed nothing positive.

Willard Thorp

does not mention Aeschylus when he lists Melville's borrowings
from Evert Duyckinck, the books Melville bought on his European tour, and the books and authors with whom Melville was
familiar.

Neither does Howard Vincent, who lists and analyzes

the sources of Moby-Dick in h i s ~ Trying-Out of Moby-Dick .
Nor does William Braswell in Melville's Religious Thought, a
book concerned with sources .

Melville's reading, however,

according to Thorp, "places him among the best read of American writers. 11 2

It was varied and prodigious, showing ac-

quaintance with some of the ancients:

Plato, Homer, Tacitus,

Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus, Aristotle, Cicero, and Plutarch.
Melville was also well informed about mythology .
lcall Me Ishmael (New York:
194 7), p . "s1f.'" 2Herman Melville:

Somehow he

Reynal and Hitchcock,

Representative Selections, with
Introduction, Bibliography, and Notes { New York: American
Book Company, 1938), p. xxive
1

2

knew of Aeschylus, and he was familiar with Prometheus, whom
he mentions in Moby-Dick.

Wi thout acknowledgment by Melville

himself and without evidence in lists of books known to have
been read by him, critics have linked Melville with Aeschylus.
Ronald Mason, for example, says:

"Having limitless sympathy

with man, he had dangerously imperfect sympathy with men and
their activities; his preoccupations were with the elements,
and the terrors and joys, the passions and speculations which
close contact with those elements provoke.

His affinities

were with Aeschylus, not with Euripides." 1

The two --Aeschylus

and Melville--are indeed similar, especially in spirit.
lean toward the somber, toward solemnity in life.

Both

Both, too,

are not so much interested in man's relation to other men as
in man's relation to the universe.
outlook.

Both men have a cosmic

Specifically, Aeschylus and Melville have some

artistic similarities:

they prefer superhuman heroes who

are unrealistic; they are experimental and often original in
the structure of their work; and they employ rich, passionate
language, unencumbered by strict simplicity .

Some of their

similarities I shall only imply in the following chapters;
others I shall present in detail.

My main task, however, is

to delineate the characteristics of Aeschylean Prometheanism
in Ahab .
1 The Spirit Above the Dust: A sgu1y of Herman
Melville TLondon: John Lehman, Ltd.,-19 1, p . 27.

3
In order to perform my task, paralleling Prometheus
and Ahab, I must sketch, first, the dramatic environment of
Aeschylus and his peculiar tragic art, preliminary to grasping
his ideology and his hero in the Prometheia.

Second, T must

analyze the Promethean trilogy and abstract the traits and
the significance of Promethus.

Third, I must present inter-

pretations and some comments of my own concerning those whom
I consider the greatest forces in Ahab' s tragedy--the Whale,
Starbuck, Ishmael, and Pip--paralleling when feasible the same
forces at work in the Prometheia .

Fourth, I must analyze

Ahab, as I do Prometheus, to determine his characteristics ,
his tragic stature, his significance, and the nature of his
quest so that he may be clear and distinct to the reader.
Finally, in my last chapter I shal l apply Prometheanism in
all its aspects to the detailed analysis of Ahab and to the
relationships of Ahab to the Whale, Starbuck, Pip, and
Ishmael.
Aeschylean drama is impressive and artistic:
noble in conception and grand in execution.

it is

Aeschylean trag-

edy is the dramatization of ideas primarily; yet i t is memorable for its language, its structure, and certainly its
characters.

No aspect of Aeschylus' tragedies is less than

grandiloquent .

His ideas and his characters especially have

a seriousness, a depth, ·and even a darkness that are essential
to the greatest literature, literature that distills from the
vast, ceaseless flux of events the essence of humanity.

The

4
brief sketch of the religious origin of Greek tragedy and of
the dramatic environment of Aeschylus, along with the general
characteristics of his art, including his character portrayal,
his use of the chorus, his ideas, and his plot structure, will
enable the reader to appreciate and understand more readily,

I think, the analysis of the Prometheia and the Promethean
traits abstracted from that analysis.

He will see, I hope,

more clearly why Melville and Aeschylus are frequently linked.
Greek drama evolved from the early Hellenic mystery
cults popular with the common man because they gave him some
measure of security from the capricious gods and later offered
him immortality by following a certain way of life. 1

From

one of the oldest of these cults, the Dionysiac, was born
Greek tragedy . 2

In Athens on a special festival day a "Goat-

Song," a dance to the accompaniment of song, was enacted at
the altar of Dionysus along with the sacrifice of a goat in
commemoration of the god3 who was the spirit of growing things
and later the god of tragedy~4
Although Aeschylus discarded many of the ritualistic
conventions native to the early religious drama and improved

bridge:

1w. c. Greene, Moira: Fat~ Good, ~ Evil ( CamHarvard University Press, 19~ pp. 41-49.

(Oxford:

2Gilbert Murray, Aeschylus, the Creator .Q.! Tra,gedl
The Clarendon .Press, 1940), p . 1.
3Ibid.

4D . w. Lucas, The Greek Tragic Poets (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1952), P:-Tu•

The

5
upon others and even contributed the great art lacking in
that early tragedy, his plays are more difficult to appreciate
than those of his followers because, being a pioneer , he was
still chained to some of the dramatic precedents which his
followers could discard in favor of more flexible structure
and, to us, more modern ideas .

Nevertheless, Aeschylus added

to Greek tragedy eloquent diction, majestic poetry, which,
like a true artist , he employed to create atmosphere, suspense,
and to equal the stature of his characters. 1
Aeschylus also improved the form and structure of
trage dy, adding mobility and greater dramatic possibilities.
First, he added a second actor, a step which actually marked
the true beginning of tragedy, for it made conflict possible,
as well as greater movement in plot, 2 and encouraged the development of a special type of hero , one who , by withstanding
plot movement or change in situation, created conflict.3
Second, he reduced the power of the chorus, making
tragedy less

11

choral n and more ''dramatic. "4

the Prometheia reveals the change of status :

The chorus in
the members are

sympathizers, aloof from conflicts except at the end when they
lMurra.y, .2£.• cit., p .

58.

2Herbert Weir Smyth, Aeschylean Tragedy (Berkeley:
University of California Press , 1924), pp. 19-20.
3H. D. F. Kitto·, Greek Tragedy: A 11 terary Stuay
(Garden City: Doubleday and Company, Inc. , 1955}, p. 2.
4Lucas, .2£.•

ill•,

pp. 85-97.

6

side with Prometheus; but they are not instrumental in the
solution of the tragedy. 1

Aeschylus' use of the chorus

evolved from its original function in earlier drama as the
pivot of movement to a supplementary voice of the action.
It indicated antece dent action, expressed popular beliefs,
often as a contrast to those of the hero , and kept in the
minds of the audience the great sin of pride depicted in
Aeschylus' heroes.2
Aeschylean plot is different from plot as we understand it today and, consequently, often unappreciated.

It

consists of a series of dramatic situations, each contributing to the other .

But each situation, or episode, does

not cause the next; that is, the movement of one does not
lead to the next.

The entire dramatic situation depends

upon the total effect:

the accumulation of events, scenes,

imagery, and the dialogue of each scene..

Similarly, Melville's

plot, if it may be so termed, in Moby-Dick is not a smoothly
flowing series of causes and effects.

The coherence, the

unity of the action depends upon the total accumulation of
events, scenes, imagery, symbolism, and even the cetological
digressions .

The unifier of Aeschylean plot is idea, for all

episodes contribute to its full expression.
Just as Aeschylus' plot is different from our concept
of plot, so is his character portrayal, which be subordinates
l~_Qi.9:., p . 91.

2 Ibid., p .

44.
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to idea.

Aeschylus is particularly interested in explaining

man in relation to the universe, as is Melville, not in
revealing the differences between men. 1

Therefore, he pro-

duces characters more superhuman than real , with one flaw
usually, one that is a violation of some law of nature.

His

characters would be farcical if they were realistic, if they
developed and amplified each other, for they are "godlike
powers" symbolizing timeless principles. 2
or • superhuman,

r,

onesidedness.

As Kitto remarks,

singleminded":

Being

0

godlike"

his characters necessarily have a peculiar
11

the Aeschylean hero is

he is not a. complete man at all; he has only

enough characterization to make him intelligible.3 Prorootheus
is a fitting example of this single-mindedness; so, too , is
Agamemnon, the embodiment of offending pride.
Aeschylus' ideas are cosmic in scope and nature.
They are also religious in the sense that they are about the
laws or principles or morals that govern the relationships
between man and his universe .

To embody such ideas, Aeschylus

uses the myths and tales indigenous to earliest tragedy,whicll
evolved, as I have mentioned, from religious cults.

Implicit

in the religious and universal nature of his ideas is time lessness.

As Green says , Aeschylus "boldly addresses himself

1Ibid., pp . 98-99.
2Ibid . , p . 101 .

3OE_• .£.ll. , p . 116.

8
to no less a task than t he reconciliation of timeless conflicting principles or duties; fate and freedom, justice and
mercy, the individual and the universal order, suffe ring and
happiness. nl

All these themes are found in the Prometheia,

his most cosmic trilogy .

Aeschylus is most memorable to us,

I feel, for his ideas, which span time and which drrunatize
the history of humanity's struggle with itself and with more
powerful forces.
Aeschylus' brooding preoccupation with a beneficent
Divine Power and a moral order that was coherent, just, based
on reasoning rather than blind, mechanical forces is fully
dramatized in the Prometheia.

In this

fr agmentary trilogy

Aeschylus presents his conception of the origin and the causes
of this moral order.

He chose a myth that was prosaic and

lacking in nobility and transformed it into a work of art,
imbued with dramatic and philosophic greatness.
The earliest legends of Prometheus contained no moral
question; even the figure of Prometheus himself was lacking
in dignity or any sign of greatness.

The early Prometheus

was a minor deity, a local firegod, who was the patron of
potters and smiths. 2

He was a primitive phallic deity and

probably a dwarf , who was associated with the mysteries,
undignified and primi tive initiation rites.3
l.9.e.. cit • , p • 109 •
2Ib id., pp . 20-21.

3Ibid • , p • 20 •

In Hesiod's

9
Theo~ Prometheus is a prankish, rather wicked god, who
deceived Zeus in dividing the s a c rificial offerings.

For

revenge Zeus took fire away from man.

But the dwarfish god

stole the fire and returned it to man.

For such blasphemy

Zeus had him bound to a rock and sent an eagle to gnaw at
his liver, which regained its size overnight .

Heracles

finally shot the eagle and released the Titan, "not without
the will of Zeus, eager to magnify his son's fame . nl

In

his Works .!ill!. Days Hesiod presents a different account of
the daemon's relations with Zeus.

Prometheus had decei ved

Zeus through some crooked counseling ; in his anger Zeus hid
fire from mankind and sent him misery, but Prometheus stole
the fire again for the wretched race of man.2
The plot of Prometheus Bound, the first and only
complete play of the trilogy, is simp l e .

For defying Zeus

by stealing fire and givi ng it to mortals, Prometheus is
bound to a rock.

At the end of the play he is hurled into

Tartarus for not reveal ing to Zeus a secret which would prevent him from losing his supremacy.

What happens in the

middle of the play concerns past and future events.

These

events are not essentially related to plot though they illuminate the characters of Zeus and Prometheus .

The core of the

plot is the secret which Prometheus knows from his mother,
1 Ibid . , p . 99°

2Ibid., pp . 98-99 .

10

Goddess of Earth, but which he will not tell.

The setting

of this elemental drama is the beginning of the present
world, after the overthrow of Cronos by his son Zeus and by
Prometheus .

An important corollary to the main plot is the

past relationship of Zeus and Prometheus:

Prometheus aided

Zeus in gaining control of heaven, but he def i ed

Zeus or

the whole new order that he helped instigate; in turn Zeus
abused Prometheus by throwing him out of heaven and punished
him cruelly •

.An undercurrent of perfidy runs through the

play and is emphasized by imagery of treachery.

This be-

trayal of friendship is carried through the fragments and is
finally resolved .
Also simple and beautiful is the construction of the
play .

There is no action in the sense of physical movement;

the Prometheus is, as Kitto remarks, a play of the mind .1
Plot progression comes through conversation, evoked by
various visitors to Prometheus.

Each visitor contributes

some sort of motivation for the next "revelation 11 ;

these

revelations, added together , form the whole of the play.

In

the first episode Might, Violence, and Hephaestus bind the
silent Prometheus to the rock.

During this action, Prometheus

reveals that he bas sinned in salvaging mankind by sending him
divine fire and that Zeus, because his reign is new, is
tyrannical, unjust, and cruel .
1

.QE_. cit • , p • 60 .

Nearly all the present

11

situation discloses itself in these first few lines, plus
revealing the most important past action.

Even Hephaestus'

sympathizing with Prometheus, rival firegod, sets the tone
of the visitors to come.

Hephaestus' remark that as yet no

saviour of Prometheus is born anticipates the hour when one
will be born and the direction of the succeeding plays of
the trilogy .
Next come the Oceanids, Daughters of the Sea, to
express their pity to Prometheus and to remain with him as
the chorus.
art:

As a chorus, they mark a change in Aeschylean

their part in the action is reduced to that of sym-

pathizers except at the e nd when they side with Prometheus. 1
The conversations between them and Prometheus disclose the
fact that Prometheus gave man "blind hopes" to prevent him
from knowing his death and divine fire from which he shall
gain mind and wisdom and shall learn all the arts and crafts.
The chorus also emphasizes the fact that Prometheus sinned
against Zeus, who "but held the hapless race of man/
account, resolving to destroy/
seed on earth. 11 2

Of no

All human kind and sow new

The phrase nsow new seed on earth" is a

severe indictment against Prometheus, who, impatient with
the new order and Zeus' plans, decided to take into his own
1 Lucas, .2£ • cit . , p. 91.
2 George Thomson, Aeschylus: The Prometheus Bound,
edited with Introduction, Commentary, and Translation
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1932), p. 67.

12

hands the saving of the human race when Zeus apparently had
other plans--long- range and possibly beneficent plans .

It

is cons idered at greater length in connection with Prometheus'
character.
In the third episode Oceanus arrives on a sea-horse
to sympathize with his friend and to offer him sound advice .
Oceanus is the embodiment of that course of action we call
the middle of the road.

In his average wisdom and generosity,

he offers to intercede for Prometheus, for he is a very good
friend of Zeus .

The answer Prometheus gives him reveals, of

course, more of his personality .

In the two previous episodes,

through Prometheus, we learned of his good deeds to mankind ,
performed in spite of a tyrant, and of his pride and his
reliance on his judgment that his championing man was an
honorable act .

So we are prepared for the answer. Prometheus,

knowing through his prescience that Oceanus will be in danger
if he intercedes for his cause, acts in character:

he refuses

Oceanus' aid and sends him home , cautioning him to "hold thy
peace, beyond the reach of harm./ For I, though ill my fortune,
would not seek/ Relief in the distress of others too . 11 1

This

reminder that intercession for Prometheus might bring harm
holds weight with prudent Oceanus:

he departs.

Before he

leaves, however, he acknowle~ges a fact that seems to be
common:

Zeus is nothing but a tyrant, bent on his own desires
1Ibid., p . 75 .
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and reliant on his own judgment, which at this time is harsh
and foolish.

This episode serves to heighten the favorable

picture of Prometheus, carrying as an undercurrent his transgression, and to emphasize the ugly picture of Zeus.

It also

gives an interesting and rather humorous glimpse into the
character of Oceanus.
In the interval between Oceanus' call and Io's tormented visit, the chorus of Oceanids reveals that all nature
is allied with Prometheus, including man.

This appreciation

of Prometheus' deed emphasizes the fact that, though Prometheus
may have sinned, be is to be pitied and sympathized with; the
lining up on Prometheus' side further speaks against Zeus.
Nowhere else does Aeschylus arraign the Greek God in such a
manner.

Always be has presented him as the incarnation of

Justice, Wisdom, and Foreknowledge, brought about through
suffering and experience .

This unfavorable presentation,

contrasted with his previous and later presentations, is one
of the factors which have enabled scholars to reconstruct the
lost trilogy from a view more favorable to Zeus. 1 The chorus
also incites Prometheus to describe the pitiful state of man
before his gift of fire and to list his contributions to the
race.

Here one thread of the theme that unifies the whole

trilogy, that of the predominance of Fate, Moira , is clearly
1 Aeschylus, Lyrical Dramas, translated by John Stuart
Blackie and edited by Ernest Rhys (Dondon: J.M. Dent and
Sons Ltd., 1936), pp. 179ff.

introduced .

Prometheus remarks that the Fates are the helms-

men of Necessity and that Zeus cannot alter what they ordain;
Zeus is less powerful than Moira, who is against him for
violating her by overthrowing the reign of bis father. 1 Moira
represents the moral order to which Zeus must eventually conform, an order characterized by barmony. 2

For the first time,

too, Prometheus discloses that be bas a secret which will end
the rule of Zeus, but he will not explain that secret.
Here let me comment on a secret Ahab knows, one
similar to Prometheus', for I am not mentioning their secrets
in my summary chapter.

More than one critic has referred to

Ahab's having a secret, but the scholar who develops the idea
of the secret most thoroughly and, I feel, most satisfactorily
is M.

o.

Percival, whose discussion I am following. Percival

says that when Ahab in "The Candles" chapter defies the flaming
corposants, equated with the Deity, he is reverting to a
"feminine" trend of thinking prevalent in pagan times two
thousand years ago .

During this time the "weary pagan turned

lovingly to the Great Mother, she of many names and one reward,
the reward of peace . 11 3

"By whatever name she was worshiped,

she was a nature-goddess, and she was sometimes represented
as being prior to the Creator .

One of her names was Isis,

1 Greene, ~ • cit ., pp· . 124-125 .

2:£bid.

3A Reading of Mobx-Dick (Chicago:
Chicago Press, 19 OJ, pp. 91-92 .

The University of
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another Ishtar. nl

He believes that Ahab demonstrates this

pagan trend when he questions the father about the mother,
for he says " 'O cruel, what hast thou done with her?•n 2
Further , Percival says "The feminine principle, the 'sweet
mother,' is the eternal night from whom the light itself and
all created things have sprung.

The mother is therefore

primordial and eternal, the father temporal and derivative."3
Thus, ff Ahab knows a secret concerning the heavenly tyrant.
On the doorstep of eternity the cruel father is but a foundling. n4

The .father, in other words , knows not from whence

he came, but the mother does, since she is responsible for
all creation .

Ahab knows this secret of paternity; be knows

more than his sire .
While the chorus is singing its pity for Prometheus
and enumerating the lessons it has gained from Prometheus'
arrogance, Io appears, inquiring her whereabouts.

In this

episode the harshness and cruelty of Zeus become more apparent through the pitiful tale of Io, told by herself and
Prometheus, who foresees her future wanderings end eventual
end.

The great Titan pities the ill-fated maiden and grows

angrier with the lustful, s elfish tyrant .
1 Ibid . , p . 92.
2Ibid ., p . 93.
3Ibid .

-

4rbid.

He finally reveals
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to the chorus and Io the nature of the secret of Zeus' des
truction:

Zeus, through a marriage, will beget a son more

powerful than himself, who will seize the throne as Zeus
seized his father's.

Prometheus goes on to relate the trib

ulations of To, whose thirteenth generation will produce a
son to free Prometheus.

Io's founding a new people in Egypt

will be brought about by Zeus h imself.
Prometheus,

After Io departs,

incensed by the torture imposed on her, becomes

so defiant that he frightens the Oceanids.

Yet another

indication of Prometheus' loss of restraint and his change of
attitude is to be n oted when after having spoken of his secret
as the ul timate means for reconciliation with Zeus, and,
sometime later, having before Io's arrival, spoken of his
secret as a means of his deliverance, without reconciliation,
Prometheus now, at the end of this episode, mentions it as
an instrument to effect his enemy's downfall.1 Prometheus'
viewpoint has shifted from one of suffering unjustly for
benefiting mankind to one of intense hatred for Zeus and pity
for himself.
In the last episode Hermes arrives to demand on be
half of Zeus the nature of this marriage which will lead to
the God's destruction.

Hermes' and Prometheus' interchange

of words here is not at all c�mplimentary.

Prometheus insults

Hermes, the host of newly-created gods, and Zeus himself.
1Thomp son,

.2.E.• ill., p. 169.

In
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spite of worse punishments to come, Prometheus is still
obstinate ; he will not yield his pride and self-respect for
deliverance.

He indicates that be believes his cause is

true and just and that it cannot be bought.

Hermes then

reasons with Prometheus to abandon his arrogance and folly,
for the punishments in store for him if he does not disclose
his secret are horrible to contemplate .
to yield .

Prometheus refuses

The thunder and lightning and wind roar and flash,

and Prometheus disappears into the abyss of Tartarus, crying
to his mother to witness the wrong done him.
Here two cosmic forces struggle for supremacy:
Intelligence and Strength .

Zeus, young and powerful, demands

complete submission of the cunning god who helped him gain
his rule .

Prometheus, the embodiment of intellect, rash and

impatient, infringes on the powers of Zeus; he presupposes
that the Omnipotent was foolish in planning to destroy the
wretched race of man and to supplant it by something better.
As I have said, he is going against the very world order he
helped construct .

But Prometheus' act of salvation is

prompted by humanity, by distress for helpless man, whom he
has raised to a level of respect by his gift of divine fire,
wisdom.

His deed represents that never-ceasing struggle of

man against chaos and oblivion toward harmony and reconciliat ion,l achieved through some concession by both elemental
1 Greene, .2.E.• cit . , p . 118 .
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powers.

Both powers , though they have the i r rights and just

causes , fail when they demand absolutism.

The play ends in

an impasse, a gigantic conflict, which cannot be r e solved
until both forces are reconciled through compromise.

The

fragmentary plays deal with this reconciliation, brought
about through suffering, an idea Aeschylus also used in the
Oresteia .
Before attempting an analysis of Prometheus and his
relationship to Zeus, symbolic of the universal order, I wish
to comment on the fragments .
reconstruction of both plays .

I arn following George Thomson's
Prometheus Unbound, as the

title signifies, deals with the release of Prometheus.

In

the opening scenes of the play Prometheus shows his absorption in pain, whereas in the first play he announced his
disdain of it .

Here he longs to die.

I n the first play he

dared Zeus to do his worst, knowing that the Fates would not
permit his death .

Now, however , he is kept alive by the will

of Zeus, indicating that in the interval between the plays
Zeu s and the Fates have in some way united their wills.
Prometheus is finally prevailed upon by his mother, Goddess
of Earth, and the chorus of Titans to disclose his secret to
Zeus, now a just ruler and a benefactor of man, for he is in
pursuit of Thetis, who will bear him the son to overthrow his
kingdom if he is not warned.

If Prometheus had refused to

tell his secret, he would have been guilty of obstinate pride
and of obstructing his own quest.
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The last half of the play treats of Prometheus'
release and his reconciliation with Zeus as well as with the
wanderings and adventures of Heracles, whose destiny becomes
involved with Prometheus'.

When Heracles enters the scene

and discovers the vulture tormenting Prometheus, he shoots
the bird and, after Prometheus identifies himself and recounts Heracles' wanderings and prophesies his future ones
so that the warrior may know he is the Titan's liberator,
shatters the chains forged thirty thousand years ago by
Hephaestus.

Finally, although Prometheus is released, he

must find some god who is willing to take his place. Heracles
solves the problem by substituting a Centaur whom he has
accidentally wounded and who longs to die. 1

The play con-

cludes with Prometheus' release from his torture.
Before proceeding to the last play and tying up the
loose ends of the trilogy, l et me connnent on the relation
of the first play to the second.

The two are parallel

structurally; 2 their parallelism, besides being artistically
desirable , reinforces their themes and prepares for their
culmination in the last play.

An explanation of the elabor-

ate parallelism is not essential, however, to an adequate
understanding of the themes.

The first play emphasizes a

universal order characterized. by chaos, cruelty, and injustice

- --------------- -------·---lrbid., pp . 22-32.
2 Ibid., p. 32.
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in the early years of Zeus' supremacy; his governance is
dictated by selfish motives .
misrule :

All elements recognize his

man of the earth, God of the Sea, Daughters of

the Sea; the deities themselves admit to it .

Io and

Prometheus, of course, are the most forceful reminders of
the violent, chaotic reign.

The second play reveals a

change in the management of the universe , brought about by
Zeus through years of experience and suffering.

His rule

is more ordered, just, and merciful; he has even dedicated
hims elf to the improvement of man's lot by sending his own
son Heracles to rid the earth of hideous monsters which
impede the progI'ess of man. 1

Another important evolution

in the universal system of Justice and Will is realized
when Zeus' own will is fused into the will of the Fates, who
represent the oldest order in the universe .

Zeus' new-found

justice, tempered with mercy, combines with the Fates'
arbitrary law of Right.
Oresteia, also.

This union is dramatized in the

Zeus still has more to learn, however; his

lust ror lo is carried through in the second play in his
desire for Thetis.
marriage . 2

He has no regard for the sanctity of

The theme of the necessity of concession is

carried through also .

This idea is expounded in the first

play by the obduracy of Prometheus and Zeus.
1 Ibid. , p.
2Ibid ., pp .

37.
36-37.

In the second
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play both concede something in order to effect harmony:
Prometheus relinquishes his pride; Zeus abandons his belief
tha t he was justified in punishing Prometheus for thwarting
his will .

Little more than the title remains of Prometheus the
Firebearer .

Thomson's general reconstruction of it seems

logical , however , in view of the two preceding plays and
Aeschylus' dramatic pattern .
suppliant:

First of all, Prometheus i s a

he seeks readmission to Olympus .

As Orestes, in

the Eumenides a suppliant, is saved by Athena, Goddess of
Wisdom, so Prometheus is also reconciled to Zeus through the
intervention of Athena.

This mediation seems likely, for

Prometheus was admitted into the Academy at Athens and invested with human honors; admission would be unusual without
the sanction of Athena,

11

patroness 11 of the Academy .

Appar-

ently most of the play is ritualistic, showing the institution of the Prometheia in the fest i vals of Athens .
Heracles' part in the trilogy must be settled .

Second,

He is due to

be the instrument by which the sanctity of marriage is finally
recognized in Zeus' reign; he also carries on the work of
Prometheus by purging mankind of its monsters .

Plays one

and two reveal marital strife between Zeus and Hera, reflected
in Zeus' pursuit of Io and Thetis .

In the third play, how-

ever, Heracles' marriage to Hebe, Hera's daughter, indicates
the reconciliation of Hera and Zeus, who join in blessing
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the marriage of their son and daughter . 1
The Prometheia is a trilogy of tremendous scope and
grandeur .

It encompasses the growth of a universal order

from its earliest period of chaos and rule of Might over
Right to its final period of order and justice,
triumphing over Might.2

Right

It is a trilogy of elemental forces,

as Melville ' s Moby-Dick is a book of elemental forces.

It

contains characters more superhuman than real, stripped of
the outward trappings of what we would term ucharacterization, 11
characters who , because of their single-mindedness, can come
to grips with the dynamic forces that order the universe.
less does Moby-Dick contain such god-like beings.

No

From my

analysis of the Promethei a, I am defining Prometheus and
cormnenting on later Promethean heroes .

I have just said that Aeschylus' characters in this
trilogy are elemental, stripped of the labyrinthine details
of modern characterization.

The following discussion will

almost contradict my statement, for generations of scholars,
writers, and philosophers have invested Prometheus and Zeus
with sufficient inter13retations to create an army of developed
characters .

Most of their interpretations, however, have

adequate grounds; they also illuminate the far-reaching effects
these two characters have had on man's thoughts.

1 Ibid . , pp. 32-38 .
2 smyth, .2£• cit . , pp . 120-121 .

Prometheus,
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particularly, has provoked man's thinking and sympathy, for
he did save the race of man .

Poets, musicians, liberators

and saviours of all kinds have found a kindred spirit in the
greatest of all Titans, someone who could understand and
appreciate their efforts, who could sympathize with their
greatest aspirations.

Prometheus has two sides to his char-

acter , but they unite to form as consistent a figure as a
hero can be .

Some interpret Prometheus as a sinner, as going

against the will of God and being justly punished for his
transgression.

Others believe he is a true liberator,

hurling his will and intelligence against an evil tyrant,
the chaotic forces of the world .

Together these views are

right; but neither is sufficient in itself.

In my final

chapter I shall draw parallels between Ahab and Prometheus
from the following characteristics of Prometheus, taken from
his portrayal in the Prometheus Bound and from the possible
interpretation of the last two plays of the trilogy.
Prometheus, divine in his immortality, human in his
suffering and striving, reveals a will that is strong and
independent of the universal order signified by Zeus , an
order he believes unjust, cruel, and tyrannical . Prometheus
rebels against that order, one that he helped create himself.

He is an impatient ide~list, striving for right.

He

transgresses against the Supreme Being's will and fights to
save the race of man .

He sins in that respect, and he does
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so with dignity.

But his sin represents an irreconcilable

transgression separating Man and God. 1

The stealing of

divine fire appeared to primitive man, those Hellenic people
absorbed in their Mysteries, as "robbery of the divine
nature . 11 2

Prometheus, symbol of man's highest aspirations

and deepest sui'ferings, is the first sinner, whom all Titanic
human beings fo llow in their tragic , heroic efforts to reach
out and grasp di vine fire, wisdom, the core of universal movement .

Thus, "The best and highest that men can acquire they

must obtain by a crime, and then they must in turn endure
its c onsequences, namely, the whole flood of sufferings and
sorrows with which the offended divinities must requite the
nobly aspiring race of man . 11 3

Those "offended divinities,"

those terrible silent forces of nature also concentrate
themselves in the great White Whale of Mogy-Dick .

Indeed,

Prometheus is a sinner, the greatest sinner of all times,
outstripping time ; echoes of his sin reverberate through
the ages in the minds of men who strive .

He is Man, strug-

gling against the chaotic forces be cannot unde rstand or
contro l for reconciliation and harmony; but the great significance of that struggle is that Man - Prometheus must commit

------·------------------·------1Friedrich Nietzsche, "The Birth of Tragedy, from
11

Homo~ Tqe Birth of Tragedy, tr . by Clifton B.
Fadimaii""TNew York : The Modern Library, n . d . ), p . 226.

E~

2Ibid .

-

3rbid.

-

a sin and su.ffer for it . 1

He is, in other words, betrayed

for his act of goodness .
Implied in the paragraph above is a deep conflict
between two forces, the individual and the universe. Prometheus
violates his discordant universe, stealing fire for man, from
a sense of rightness.

Rather than subjugate his will to the

will of an ill- managed order, he follows his own, motivated
by his own sense of justice .

His action, prompted by the

humanitarianism inherent in his nature and in man's, conflicts with the plans of Zeus, the stronger and all-pervading
force.

The unruly, inchoate system of the universe punishes

him for his deed , for his severing his own will from the one
will that moves the earth and heavens ; this order allows no
independence, no free-thinking action that moves contrary to
its plans .

Prometheus realizes, before he commits the crime,

that punishment will be his reward; but rather than abandon
bis tremendous sense of right and violate his own will and
independence, he accepts that horrible punishment with defiance and pride , hoping, at first , for some reconciliation
in the spans of time to come.

This punishment for Prometheus

seems h arsh , for his act is one of sal vation .

One possible

answer to the breach between the individual and the universe
lies in Necessity.

The forces of the world move through

1 Ibid ., p . 227.
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necessity; all that comes from them is necessary to preserve
some sort of order , to engender life and administer death in
due time and proportion.

The order of Zeus was unbalanced,

imperfect , but it was new .

In time it grew and perfected

itself ; Prometheus was an instrument in its improvement.
But the fact that he rebelled against its plans marked him
for a fall .

That this system of order did improve and gain

intelligence is indicated by its reconciliation with Prometheus
and its improvement of man's lot .

But Prometheus suf'fe red on

the cross of mankind first for his right action .

A corollary

to this view of the individual versus universality is
Nietzsche's comment in his discussion of Prometheus and his
relation to man that man strives to free himself from his
individuality to enter the universal . 1

This statement is not

contradictory to the idea just discussed .

Prometheus,

following his own will and sense of right, breaks through
his 1 mits as an individual to grasp the universal for man,
but he preserves the very qualities within himself which
make him an individual .

He achieves the universal through

qualities of self-will, independence, and a personal sense
of justice .

Without those elements, which mark a striving

individual, he could never have broken the bounds of his
individual self to grasp his _g oal .

He snatched the divine

fire, this link between man and the universe .
1 Ib i d.

The price, as
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Nietzsche states, for striving to enter the universal is
suffering; 1 Prometheus received his price.

The cleavage

between man and the universal elements is strongly portrayed
in the Promethean Ahab, who will be analyzed in the forthcoming chapters.
At first glance, Prometheus seems to be caught in
a gigantic web of Fate.

It is fore-ordained that he shall

strive to win man divine fire, that he shall suffer for his
pains, and that he shall eventually be reconciled with the
moral system he offended.
the power of prescience.

Prometheus knows this, for he has
Yet he is not caught inextricably

in the web of Fate ; he is given latitude in his actions.

He

is offered a chance to escape his punishment if he reveals
the secret that will save the present uncontrolled system.
One of the major themes of Aeschylus is the working of an
individual within a certain prescribed fate; yet he never
considers that being's whole fate predestined.

The individual

does something to bring about this fate, and what he does is
an alternative choice.

Prometheus refuses to yield to the

unjust Zeus, because he realizes that his action is the
right one.

His intense pride in his deed prevents him from

revealing that secret; he prefers to suffer his punishment
and to await the time when the present system of the world
will evolve into one that is merciful, just, and ordered.

-

1 Ibid .
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When that time comes, Prometheus is ready to relinquish his
pride and disclose his se cret .
It would be unfair to insist that Prometheus is an
entirely desirable character.

He is the personification of

Intellect, Suffering, Striving, and Humanity, but he possesses
characteristics that are considered blights to the average
person and certainly to the Greeks, lovers of IT.JOderation in
most things.

Prometheus has an inordinate pride.

It not

only sustains him through his defiance of Zeus and his
suffering, but it leads to his desire for revenge.

His

craving for vengeance heightens to the pitch of obsession,
as Ahab's does in his pursuit of the Whale.

Only in the

second play is that monomania tempered by suffering.

Because

of his pride and his obsession he resists sound advice from
Oceanus, Hermes, and the Chorus of Oceanids.
only fans the flames of hatred.

Their advice

Of course, Prometheus,

mortal and divine, is expected to outstrip the ordinary;
his intense pride, which leads to hatred and the desire for
vengeance, is essential for completing his task, waiting for
the perfection of the moral order and the safety of mankind .
His acute awareness of his own sense of right repulses , to a
certain degree, the average per~on .

Again, this conviction

of right is necessary for him to reach beyond himself to save
mankind ; so are his extreme rashness and impatience.

These

qualities carried to their extremes in Prometheus we do not
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condone, but they are instruments in his Titanic striving.
Such striving is beyond the grasp of the ordinary man
Prometheus saved ; Prometheus himself must then seem to that
man as a foolish , idealistic upstart , reeking with abominable
pride , impatience, and hatred .
Prometheus does not appear so to those akin to him in
spirit , those Titans who strive themselves and usually suffer
for their pains.

Prometheus is the giver of life, with all

the meaning that word carries , to man; be is the great liberator who rounded out his tremendous task through the
suffering that eventually purified his soul of vengeance
and hatred .

He is the supreme champion, who suffered un-

justly for a just cause .

He is the personification of Right-

ness and Intellect hurled against the forces of Evil; conversely, he is also a partial evil himself, daring to defy
those laws of the universe that govern all things .

He is a

victim in the evolution of world forces toward justice, mercy,
and the right of the individual to penetrate those forces.
Prometheus is many things .

He adapts himself to the thoughts

of Prometheans or to the creators of Prometbeans from generation to generation .

Milton, Goethe, Shelley, and Melville

are only four creators of Prometheans, and they are Promethean
themselves in their power of creativity.

Milton's Samson,

who fell through disobedience to God, is Promethean in dignity,
in his strength to endure the suffering that ennobled him;
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Satan, too, embodies the Titanic spirit of Prometheus in
rebelling against divine power with a sustained, violent
pride and forceful intellect.

Goethe's Prometheus, a pro-

duct of his youth, is a true creator for he formed man in
his own image and introduced him to all life.

Shelley's

Prometheus is conceived as the most noble of all figures,
propelled by the best of motives to gain the greatest goal;
his Prometheus, never succumbing to the evil of tyranny, is
the epitome of the highest moral and intellectual nature,
vindicated by time.

Melville, himself likened to Prometheus,

fashioned a Promethean, Ahab, who reveals better than the
figures of the other authors mentioned the character of the
original Prometheus.

Even in this country at the turn of

the twentieth century Prometheans were created by Stickney,
Moody, and Lodge .

Their Prometheans a.re largely twentieth

century, embodying the striving, idealism, and suffering
thought to belong to the science-cult hero, the idol of
progress . 1

1 Thomas Riggs, Jr., •1Prometheus 1900," American
Literature, XXII (January, 1951), 399-423.

CHAPTER I I
INTERPRETATIONS OF THREE CHARACTERS
In this chapter I offer various interpretations of
the White Whale and the significance of Ishmael and Starbuck
in relation to Ahab and the meaning of the novel.

Alt hough

I mention Ahab occasionally in connection with the Whale, his
First Mate, and I shmael, I have reserved a separate chapter
for an analysis of him.

My primary aim in this chapter is to

pre sent various interpretations of the Whale, the core of the
boo k .

By so doing, I am giving oblique interpretations of

the book ' s meaning .

Since these interpretations are based

upon scholars' assumptions, for the most part, they are not
original.
Moby-Dick is about a chase for a whale, and the
largest whale a man ever cbased . 1

The object of the hunt is

a white whale, which, according to Melville, is no ordinary
Sperm Whale, but the most magnificent of all whales.

His

whiteness precludes commonness, bis tremendous size places
him as the grandfather of the Sperm Whale breed, and his lack
of fear for men makes him unique among all whales.

Many boats

lrn an article called "I Killed 'Moby Dick, '" Reader's
Digest , June , 1957, pp . 172-i86, an old Gay Head Indian,
Amos Smalley, relates to Max Eastman his experience, well
vouched for and documented, in killing a white whale ninety
feet long and from one hundred to two hundred years old, the
same type of whale of legendary fa.me that ranged the oceans
fifty years before the old Indian's time .
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have lowered for this whale, and almost as many have been
stove by him; many men have been killed or maimed by his
crooked jaw or gigantic flukes.

Before the actual che.se of'

this monster, which begins when the book is almost f'inisbed,
Melville heaps symbol after symbol upon the White Whale's
hump until no one can doubt the whale's power, his evil, his
possible good, his size and color, and his existence as a
prime force in man's life.

Moby Dick exists, therefore, upon

two major levels, the actual and the symbolic.
No one doubts, on the level of actuality, that Moby
Dick is an unusually large whale and a white one at that, the
object of one ship's chase, primarily one man's chase.

But

few can agree on the rightful interpretation of Moby Dick on
the symbolic level.

Hawthorne must have understood the Whale

correctly, however, for Melville was exuberant over his interpretation of the book, written as a letter, which has been
destroyed or lost.l

Since few can agree on the true meaning

of the Whale, there are many interpretations of him, most of
which are justified.

In this chapter I am including several

basic ones to give the reader an idea of the symbolic vastness of the Whale, to hint at his almost illimitable meanings
and connotations, his mystery and Blllbiguity, all of which are
1 Melville's enthusiastic reply to Hawthorne's lost
letter is printed in Jay Leyda' s The Melville Log: A Documentary Life of Herman Melville (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1951), I , 434-43b. This same letter plus commentary is found in Eleanor Melville Metcalf's Herman Melville,
~ and E2icycle (CBlllbridge:
Harvard University Press,
1953), pp. 128-130.
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found in his counterpart, Zeus, with whom he will be compared
at length in Chapter IV.
One interpretation of the White wbale is that he is
the evil principle in the universe, frequently an interpretation applied to Zeus.

Two who hold this view are Ronald

Mason and Lewis Mumford, whose concepts of evil vary, however.
Mason, who divides evil into "the negative evil of the void,"
and the "positive evil of destructive purpose," believes that
Moby Dick is the active evil, the destructive one, while Ahab
is the negative evil. 1

He says that the White Whale is the

projected form of Melville's nihilism, developed from his
loss of faith in a creator.2

The Whale is a terrifying

Nothing, but not in the sense of an inactive negative; h e ·
is active enough but in a purely evil way, smashing all the
aspirations of man:

"The White Whale was created as image

of the primitive terror that opposes itself to the life and
purpose of even the most enlightened and sophisticated man. •
Melville personified his intuitive sense of evil in the figure
of the White Whale •• • • tt3
Lewis Mumford sees him as "a parable on the mystery
of evi 1 and the accidental malice of the uni verse. 11 4

1.Q.E. •

.£ii.,

2 Ibid., p.

He se,ys

p. 135.

133.

3Ibid.
4Herman Melville (New York :
Company, 1929), p . 184.

Harcourt, Brace and

•

•
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that the White Whale is the

11 brute

energies of existence,"

that he is all evil arising from a center of good, nevertheless evil. 1

Furthermore this White Whale is the product of

the European only, whose "life is a torment of white whales:
the Jobs, the Aeschyluses, the Dantes, the Shakespeares. 11 2
What makes bearable this unbearable thought, this hideous
malice in the universe, is the titanic, unswerving, though
perhaps misguided, striving and determination of men such as
Ahab.3

Moby Dick does embody evil, but he is not a totally

evil principle; his malice is only one facet of his complexity.
More Melvillians interpret the White Whale as a
dualistic principle of good and evil, which also applies to
the nature of Zeus.

Percival sees him as a dual principle,

containing a tremendous store of beauty, purity, goodness
and an equal amount of desolateness, blankness, terror, and
evil.4

He bases his premise on a core chapter, "The White-

ness of the Whale," which more than supports his idea.

He

also believes that the Whale is pure evil to Ahab, whose
terrible misfortunes cause him to adhere to evil as the only
principle of the universe and whose nature forces him to seek

1 Ibid.
2Ibid.
3Ibid., p. 185.
4A Readin~ of Moby-Dick (Chicago:
Chicago Press, 19 OJ, p. 21.
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revenge on the Whale. 1

To Howard P. Vincent Moby Dick

represents all life, intermingling good and evil. 2
founds his idea on the "Whiteness" chapter.

He, too,

He further

believes, however, that the White Whale is the "final Mystery which no man may know, and which no man should pursue
unrelentingl y.

To lift the veil of the Goddess is destruc-

tion to the disciple of Truth and Life. • • • n3 He maintains
that the White Whale is the Truth, the ambiguous Truth which
man will never understand and which, consequently, man should
not seek too closely, for he should be content to live in
the illusion of truth.4

Otherwise he will perish as Ahab

perished, Ahab who insisted on pushing away the mask to see
the stark Truth, to understand the explanation of all things.
Ahab's attempt to strike through the mask of ambiguous Truth
as symbolized by the Whale parallels Prometheus' violating
the laws of Zeus in stealing fire for man.

Both Prometheans

assume the right to destroy the ambiguity in life.
Corresponding to the same dualistic principle of good
and evil is the theory that Moby Dick is God endowed with
malice:

he is often termed an ambiguous or a Satanic God.

Lawrance Thompson, who maintains that Moby-Dick is a hoax in
llbid ., pp. 6-9.
2The Trying-Out of Moby-Dick (Cambridge:
Riversidehess, 1949), pp. 179-180.
3rbid., p. 180.
4Ibid., p. 252.

The
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that it ridicules Christianity and denounces the Christian
God, sees the White Whale as t h e old Hebrew Satan and God. 1
He states his idea clearly:

11

The Wbi te Whale represents,

predominantly, the incarnation of the ultimate and ulterior
mysteries generally associated with the dualistic attributes
of God . 02

He maintains t hat this dualistic god is indiffere.nt

to the beings he created, as indicated by Pip's madness, which
is not a "deeper understanding of 0-od' s goodness; it is an
understanding of God's indifference. 11 3

He says that this

understanding of God's indifference is right, though "maddening. n4

Thompson's picture of the Whale is similar to

Aeschylus' portrayal of Zeus in his early reign.

0

Promethean-

Sata.nic11 Ahab is not content, however, in his perception of
the malicious indifference of such a. dual God; he must defy
him and fight him, malice with malice.5

Although William

Ellery Sedgwick does not regard Moby Dick as a Satanic God
primarily, he admits that the White Whale has the characteristics
of a Satanic God when seen from Ahab's viewpoint.

Moby Dick is

the mystery of creation, that intangible mystery that confounds,
1 Melville 's S,_13a~£.tl ill.a God (Pri n ceton :
University Pres s, 19.52;, p. 171 . 2Ibid., p. 20~-3Ibid., p. 228.
4rbid •
.5rbid., p. 179.

Princeton
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confronts, and eludes man. 1

Ahab sees in him, his antagonist,

that mystery, something of himself, evil. 2

Sedgwick

roposes

that Ahab's insight is twisted and warped from his mut ilation,
which led to monomania or visualizing his creator as all evil.3
He says that Moby Dick, besides standing for the inscrutable
mystery of creation, represents what man sees in creation of
himself .4

To support this hypothesis he recounts a scene in

which the ship's crew examine the Doubloon nailed to the masthead--the Doubloon, which is equated with Moby Dick here since
it is the reward for the man who sights him.

Ahab sees the

three mountain peaks on the coin as evil; Starbuck sees them
as the Trinity; and the rest of the crew read the coin according to their natures, except Pip who sees . in those peaks all
that everyone has seen.
is passive, indifferent.5

The coin itself, Sedgwick points out,
Newton Arvin, who interprets Mob~-

.Q.ill on several levels, sees the White Whale, on the mythic
level, as an ambiguous god of goodness and fulfillment and
baseness, darkness, and evil. 6

Moby Dick, sublime in his

1Herman Melville: The Tragedg of Mind ( Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1944)' p. 9 •
2Ibid., p . 111.

3rbid . , p. 112.
4rbid.

--

5rbid., p. 111.
6Herman Melville, The American Men of Letters Series
(New York: William S1oane Associates, Inc., 1950), pp. 188-

189 .
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magnitude and beauty, is to man unconquerable force, indifferent to him and his aspirations. 1

Arvin also thinks this

picture of the Whale points to "naturalistic theism"; the
spiritual values in worshiping the whale as a natural force
lie in, he says, recognizing the duality of that force. 2
Moby Dick is also envisioned as God without the
Satanic principle.

Charles Olson's Call Me Ishmael, though

it deals with the Shakespearean elements in Moby-Dick more
than it treats of anything else, briefly analyzes the Whale
in connection with Ahab's quest.
as the Father or Truth.3

Olson sees the White Whale

He says that there is no place in

Ahab's world .for seeking God, for Ahab has ma.de a compact of
evil with his Parsee, Fedallah.4

Although Ahab seeks the

Truth or an understanding of the Father, he shall never find
it; his alliance with evil prevents it.5

Olson says further

that the Whale is the ''biggest single creature a man has been
pitted against and Ahab's rage and hate is scaled like Satan's,
the largest enemy of the Father man has imagined. n6

Another

Melvillian, Henry A. Murray, unlike Olson, insists that Moby
lrbid., p. 189.
2Ibid., p. 191.

3.Q:e.. cit., pp. 56, 84.
4rbid., p.
5Ibid.

-

56.
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Di ck is a particular God, the "projection of Captain Ahab's
Presbyterian conscience, and so may be said to embody the
Old Testament Calvinistic conception of an affrigbting Deity
and his strict commandments, the derivative Puritan ethic of
nineteenth-century America and the society that defended this
ethic." 1

This same Calvinistic God is, of course, Melville's

own, the one of his youth.

Murray, approaching his subject

with the insight of a trained psychologist, affirms that
Melville lashes out against this God and the middle class
culture of his time through Captain Ahab. 2

The gist of his

essay is that Ahab - Melville rebels against the sexual repressions inherent in Christianity, which teaches that sex
equals sin . 3

Ahab- Melville is "dismasted" by loss of a leg,

symbolizing emasculation, which was probably caused by the
father and even possibly by the mother.4

Since Melville

realized that bis mother and father were products of harsh
Calvinism, however, he directed his ire not against them but
against the Calvinistic God, the White Whale.5

Thus Ahab-

Melville "assailed Calvinism in the Whale because it blocked
111 1n Nomine Diaboli, n from Moby-Dick Centennial
Essays , edited by Tyrus Hillway and Luther s. Mansfield
(Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1953), p. 12.

2Ibid., pp . 14-15.
3rbid., pp. 16-17.
4rbid., p. 16.
5rbid., pp. 17-18.
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the advance of a conscience beneficent to evolutionary love. ttl
Ahab-Melville indeed had a quest against the 'ltfuale, the
Calvinistic God embodying all the social and moral repressions of the nineteenth century; and Ahab-Melville bowed to
the Whale.

Richard Chase also considers the Whale as God,

but his conception is more complex and abstract than are the
conceptions of Olson and Murray.

This deity is not evil;

"He represents purity, the purity of an inviolable spiritual
rectitude which, since it cannot be discovered among the
imperfections of life, must be sought in death. " 2

This god

embodies "inscrutable secrecy" and "profound wisdom"; he is
also the tyrant incarnate and the supreme annihilator who
"attempts to defeat the heroic defender of man by forcing
him into the pattern of the beast or machine. "3

Moby Dick

or God here, according to Chase, assumes the characteristics
of a machine himself:

"The towering, mindless head of the

White Whale, the immense bulk driven instinctively through
the oceans reminds us that Moby-Dick is a machine; and he
is a machine out of human control .

In his violent motions

we seem to see the mechanism of the universe, innocent of
all human intelligence and feeling. "4

This statement again

l Ibid. , p. 18 •

2Herman Melville: A Critical Study (New York:
The MacMillan Company, 1949T, p.°"~
3rbid., p.

51.

4Ibid., p. 53.
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recalls Zeus and the violence of his early reign.

Thus it

seems that the ultimate Truth about this god is unattainable;
his apparent truth is unfavorable to man:
tyrannical, and often fatal.

he is mechanical,

Ahab has felt the apparent

truth and rebels against it, seeking the ultimate Truth,
the "purity of' an inviolable spiritual rectitude. nl

But he

cannot find that Truth in life; Prometheus, however, does.
Another interp1--etation of Moby Dick is that he represents Fate.

William S. Gleim holds this theory.

To prove

that the Whale is Fate or the irrational force which governs
everything in the universe, Gleim substitutes the word "Fate 11
for the word "1rlhale 11 in the novel's sentences. 2

He

sees the

Pequod as the world, which is encompassed by whalebone or
Fate, indicated by the early passage in the novel which
describes the many furnishings on the ship as being of whalebone. 3

.Ahab himself is bound by Fate as symbolized by his

whalebone leg.4

But the supreme symbol of Fate is the White

Whale, and against this monstrous symbol Ahab hurls his whole
being in an attempt to destroy it, "intending thereby, to
relieve the human race of its hereditary curse . • • • "5 Ahab's
1 Ibid., p. 62.
2 The Meaning of Mob~

Book Shop, Inc., 1938J, p.

3rbid., pp . 48-49.
4Ibid., p. 51.
5Ibid., p. 124.

!2.i£!f ( New York:

2.
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great Scheme is
of Fate . 111

11

tQ_ annihilate Fate, Er destroyin_g the symbol

In an essay Tyrus Hillway di scusses Moby-Dick in

a general way, concentrating on Ahab.

He recognizes the book

to be one of "ideas and spiritual conflict," probably the same
conflict and perplexity Melville himself felt. 2

He feels that

the prime issue of the novel is "What have the gods to do with
man?n3

He says that Ahab I s answer is the wrong one :

"To

rebel against one's destiny, to defy God, leads only, it is
clear, to tragedy. 11 4 Ahab defies, of course, the White Whale,
who is an agent of God or Ahab's fate.

Hillway equates Moby

Dick with Fate and presents Ahab's view of life:

Ahab is the

"conveyor of the protests of mankind against the injustices
of fate . n5

Ahab will not accept his fate:

11

If the gods take

the liberty of striking him, he will strike back blow for
blow . 11 6
The White Whale is also symbolized as the principle
of paternity.

Arvin's Herman Melville is mostly biography,

the facts being supplied from Melville's fiction.

Arvin

1 Ibid.
2 n1i, Preface to Moby-Dick" from Moby-Dick Centennial
Essays, pp. 27-28.
3Jbid., p. 29.
4rbid.
5rbid., p. 23.
6 Ibid.
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frequently interrupts his biographical probing, however, to
offer interpretation.

On the oneiric level of meaning he

suggests that the White ·whale is the crippling paternal principle which castrates old Ahab, causing him to seek vengeance
on the source of emasculation. 1

Symbolizing castration is

Ahab's live leg being replaced by a dead ivory one, indicating
that

11

the phallic source of vital potency has been replaced by

an image of impotence and lifelessness."2

The w'bale symbolizes

the influence of both parents, and on the paternal side be
represents "the father who imposes constraint upon the most
powerful instincts, both egoistic and sexual; the father also
who threatens even to destroy the latter by castration and
may indeed, in all but the literal sense, carry out the threat.
On the deepest level, this is the oneiric truth about Moby

Dick, but it is Melville with whom we have to reckon throughout, and for whom we have to remember how soon , and h ow overbearingly, the paternal role was played by Mar ia Melville
[Me l vi l le's mothe;J .

On every ground we are forced to con-

front a profound ambiguity in Moby Dick and to end by
confessing that he embodies • . . the paternal principle
inclusively. li3

Arvin also confesses that Ahab suffers s o

from his maiming that he can find peace and rest only in
1 oE_. cit., p. 172.
2Ibid.

3Ibid.

self-annihilation, brouf.lit about through conflict with the
Whale. 1
Moby Dick, mystery of creation, is also, like Zeus,
a betrayer of man, unconsciously a Judas to the most lofty
aspirations of man as embodied in Ahab and Prometheus.

His

mystery is hidden by a white mask that certain men attempt
to smash through.

These men are drawn to him, to his hdazzlm.g

hump," to his "snowhill in the air," in order to capture him,
take him apart, boil him down, and understand him.

Those who

encounter him and live usually never seek him more.

Moby

Dick is a repulsive, yet irresistible lure garbed in pures t
white:

he represents the

pledge of honor,

11

11

innocence of brides,u the "deepest

"the benignity of age, n tithe majesty of

Justice," "the symbol of divine spotlessness and power

in

Great Jove himself made incarnate in a snow-white bull "--all
that is "sweet, and honorable, and sublime. 112

These are the

qualities men seek in whiteness as being good, and the Whale
embodies them.

But men who seek these qualities from the

'Whale receive their opposites.

Those who are content to gaze

on the Whale from afar, to watch his sublime movements in the
s e a, to admire his whiteness are the ones who see the goodness
and the sublimity, for they do not pursue.

It is the hunters

who see ''the white-shrouded bear or shark, n the "albatross • • •

----------------·---------Ibid., p. 175.
1

2Herman Melville, Mobx Dick or The Whale (New York:
Random House, Inc., 1930), pp. 273-274.
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of spiritual wonderment and pale dread , nl ''the marble pallor"2
"aspect of' the dead n; 3 it is they who most feel that the
Whale I s whiteness

11

by its indefiniteness. • • shadows forth

the heartless voids and immensities of the universe, 11 4 who
feel that "Though in many of its aspects this visi ble world
seems formed in love, the invisible spheres were formed in
fright. n5

Moby Dick is indeed good and evil.

Unsought,

unchased, he seems good; sought, chased, encountered he is
destruction, evil; he is a white mask striving to preserve
itself from scrutiny, endeavoring to maintain its identity
within itself--a tantalizing, enraging, undecipherable
identity.

To strike through the mask, as Ahab attempts to

do, is death.

Moby Dick, as William Ellery Sedgwick main-

tains, is the mystery of creation. 6

He is the beneficent

element of existence, the element apart, indifferent, cruel,
destructive to the things it creates, yet necessary.

He is

the principle of life and death, the cycle of growth and
'd ecay that bas always existed.

If the sea is the deepest

truth, it is also, as Sedgwick says,
1 Ibid., p. 274.
2Ibid., p.

277.

3Ibid.
4Ibid., p. 282.
5rbid.
6QE_. cit., p.

97.

11

the ubiquitous hide-
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out of Moby Dick . nl

The vfhi te Whale is mysterious; he is

terrifying and maddening to those who seek to penetrate his
mystery.

To the mutilated body and soul of Ahab he is evil,

unjust, not only to Ahab, but to all men.
These interpretations of the Whale are held by more
than one scholar.

They are basic to my discussion.

or two possible exceptions, they appear sound.

With one

In Moby-Dick

of course, there is sufficient material to justify almost
any interpretation one may have of the White Whale, who is
parallel to Zeus in the power and influence attributed to
him, in the supremacy given to him also.
may be many abstractions:

Like Zeus, too, he

evil, the mystery of creation, the

ultimate truth, the unseeable truth, a principle of life in
all its ambiguity.
The narrator of the elemental life and death chase is
Ishmael.

He is the only survivor, being rescued by a coffin,

a pagan one.

Although he is the narrator and he is saved

because his attitude toward life alters, he is not the hero
of the book as some Melvillians insist.

He is not the man

most deeply and irrevocably involved in the life-seeking and
life-giving chase of the Whale.

Most scholars agree that

Ishmael is a misanthrope, at least at the beginning of his
voyage.

He goes voyaging whenever he feels grim about the

mouth, whenever he feels a damp, qrizzly November in his soul.
1 Ibid., p . 98.
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He is disillusioned with man; he has very little respect for
him .

Walter E. Bezanson in his discussion of Ishmael and his

salvation proposes first the idea that Melville feels man
himself noble, but institutions of society fatal. 1

The vital

aspect of life lies in the brotherhood of man, based on
equality. 2

Man's love of man is the essential spirit of life.

Bezanson then says that Ishmael's misanthropic spirit is
rejuvenated by reconciliation to his fellow beings.3

Only

this renunciation of the misanthropic spirit for one of
gener osity and love saves Ishmael from the destruction that
befalls the rest of the crew.4

Ronald Mason also believes

Ishmae l misanthropic early in the voyage.5

Like Ahab,

Ishmael is a man apart, an outcast; like Ahab he, too, becomes involved in evil, but he has the preservative instinct
to detach himself from it before it is too late.
survives when no one else does:
bound with Ahab . 6

Thus he

the rest of the crew are

Ishmael, outcast, misanthrope--one or

both--who shuns man and questions his worth survives the
111 Moby-Dick:
Essais, p . 75.
2 Ibid., p.

Work of Art,n Moby-Dick Centennial

74.

3 Ibid., p. 75.
4Ibid.

5OE_.

cit., p. l~.9.

6rbid.

-
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supernatural chase by reaf'firming his faith in mankind and
becoming a part of it and by avoiding the evil vortex into
which Ahab falls .
Howard Vincent does not call Ishmael misanthropic.
He says "Ishmael is Everyman • • • • Ishmael is any man, anywhere , confronted with the flux of circumstance and with the
chaos of his own being. 111

According to him, "Stemming from

Ishmael, Moby-Dick is a study of both single and multiple
personality; it is concerned with the psychological phase
of the problem of the One and the Many. 11 2

He says in connec-

tion with the problem of multiple personality that Ishmael
is the symbol of the man whose entire familiar world bas been
replaced by almost nothing, by a world of "instability and
unreliability. 11 3

Ishmael is saved and resurrected, however,

by learning to come to terms with himself and his environment.4

He learns to see things as they are and, by accepting

them stoically, to attain harmony; but .Ahab never has accepted
nor ever will accept;

he goes to his death first.

Ishmael's

gradual growth to acceptance heightens Ahab's rebellion and
egoism.5

Holding views on Ishmael similar to Vincent's, is

1.QE.. cit., p . 56.

2Thid., p . 57.
3Ibid., p . 58.
4Ibid ., p. 205.
5rbid., p . 207.
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Sedgwick who believes that Ishmael, like the action in the
Divine Comedy, is an unfolding of comprehension. 1

Every-

thing Ishmael participates in or observes aids him in working
out his final vision of the nature of things. 2

He is finally

saved by his realization that true brotherhood is the ideal;
he is also saved from destruction by avoiding Ahab's madness
which he could so easily have felt himself.3
Ishmael 's growth and eventual salvation represent
more than the regeneration of personality.

Besides being a

character is his own right, Ishmael performs a "choric function, 11
as Olson says.4

He states that Ishmael acts as a great chorus

understanding and recording all the events in the Moby-Dick
world;

he is also Melville's catharsis for Ahab's evil.5

Vincent's comment is less clear:

"Ishmael is the chorus

character whose commentary elucidates and whose person enfolds the entire work. 11 6
catharsis.

Ishmael is both a chorus and a

As a chorus, he is similar to Aeschylus' later

use of the chorus, the type used in Prometheus Boun1.

He

does not fit integrally into the action; that is, he does
not influence it in any way, nor does he affect the principal

lop.

cit., pp. 87-88.

2Ibid., p .

88.

3Ibid., p. 203.

4.QE_. ill·,
5Ibid., pp.

58.
57-58.

p.

6.QE.. cit., p.

56.
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character.

He records all sides, all views of action and

thought, at the same time working out, unobtrusively, his
own destiny.

As a cathartic element he satisfies Ahab's

destruction by working out the partial solution to Ahab's
questions, a solution that is precluded to Ahab by his own
nature.

Such a solution is not completely satisfactory;

no solution to .A hab's quest can be.

Similarly the Oceanids

provide a partial catharsis for Prometheus by absorbing pa.rt
of his pain and mental anguish and offering hope of his
release from punishment.
Starbuck, First Mate, is the only member of the crew
who has any Christian morality.

He is a good man, steadfast,

kind, intelligent, and perceptive.

Rightly, he is the only

man who understands Ahab's purpose and tries to prevent .Ahab
from carrying it out.

When Ahab announces to his crew his

intention of pursuing the White Whale to his death, all join
with him except Starbuck, who says '1 'Vengeance on a dumb
brute! •
Madness!

. .

that simply smote thee from blindest instinct!

To be enraged with a dumb thing, Captain Ahab,

seems blasphemous. ,nl

Finally, the First; Mate must submit

to his Captain's stronger will and superior command, saying
"'God keep me!--keep us all!" 2

Thompson says, rightly, that

Starbuck is the average, prthodox Christian, but I do not
lp. 236.
2Ibid., p. 237.
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agree with him when he says the key word to understanding
Starbuck is "superstition. 01

This word comes from a passage

early in the novel which describes Starbuck.

Here is the

passage:
Uncommonly conscientious for a seaman, and endued with
a deep natural reverence, the wild watery loneliness
of life did therefore strongly incline him to superstition; but to that sort of superstition, which in
some organizations seems rather to spring, somehow,
from intelligence than from ignorance.2
Melville does call Starbuck superstitious, but the appellation
here is not so derogatory as Tho~pson likes to think. Thompson
also insists that Starbuck's tragedy, his being defeated and
overcome by Ahab, lies in his being ''blinded by convention
and dogma, "3 by his Christian belief I s being based on a
"superstitious faith as to the all-sustaining power of divinely
controlled right reason. 11 4 Starbuck' s tragedy lies in his
being average.

He cannot stem a will such as Ahab's; he can-

not believe in Ahab's purpose either, for he is a man of only
ordinary, intelligent sensibilities.

Ahab is a man apart, an

"ungodly, god-like man," while Starbuck is a part of society,
a man who loves his God, his wife, and his child.

Starbuck

follows his CJ:iristian morality in striving to turn Ahab from
his purpose, even to the point of trying to kill him; but he

1.QE.. cit., p. 173-.
2 P. 163.

3Qe. • Cit• , p • 184.
4Ibid., p . 173.
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cannot kill him, for his whole life is contrary to unchristian
violence.

Ironically, or perhaps not so ironically, Starbuck

is the only man Ahab respect s and is drawn to; he is the only
man Ahab trusts and confides in.

He has his counterpart in

Oceanus , who voluntarily visits Promethus to turn him from
his course, but who, like Starbuck, is too mild, too average,
and too Orthodox to stem Prometheus' will.

Unlike Starbuck,

however, he despairs of changing the Titan's mind and withdraws .
Starbuck's relationship with Ahab provides conflict
and tension .

At first, Ahab's revelations to Starbuck as to

his intention of seeking Moby Dick are only expedient:

Ahab

must be cert ain that Starbuck will not rebel against him and
seize command of the ship.

Later, however, as the hideous

conf lict in Ahab's soul grows more violent, Ahab turns to
Starbuck as the only "human eye" aboard ship, seeing in him
the same normal humanity he himself once possessed and still
partially wishes to recapture.

Starbuck responds to Ahab;

yet in his own·way he still attempts to turn Ahab from his
purpose to the very last moment of the fatal chase.

Ahab

listens to him only momentarily, for he cannot go against his
quest.

This interplay, though no reader can feel it will

modify Ahab's purpose to any great extent, heightens the drama
of the quest, emphasizing the agonizing conflict and grief in
two men's souls.

Each man is a contrast to the other; yet
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both men have a common fault, one that Ishmael overcomes:
they cannot adapt themselves to circumstance.

Ishmael and

Starbuck represent two fairly common attitudes toward life;
other members of the crew represent still others.

Ishmael's

and Starbuck's attitudes, however, are more important; for,
to a small degree, they are Ahab's, as Ahab's, to an extent,
is theirs.
From this chapter it is clear that Moby Dick represents different things to different people, but all concur
in the idea that he is more than a large white Sperm Whale:
he symbolizes some principle, some force against which men
such as Ahab strive, rightly or not.

Ishmael, besides

narrating the story, provides Ahab's catharsis and serves
as a chorus to the drama.

Starbuck provides interplay, being

the equivalent of a second actor in an Aeschylean play, by
representing the average Person's opinion of Ahab's quest .
Ishmael, Starbuck, and the Whale, besides relating to each
other in some way, are inseparable from Ahab and his quest,
which will be discussed in the next chapter.

I feel that the

content of this chapter, though much has been omitted, is
sufficient to prepare the reader for an analysis of Ahab and
his purpose.

CHAPTER III

AHAB, HERO OF A QUEST
Ahab, like his antagonist, Moby Dick, has inspired
many interpretations, some of which appear in this chapter.
The ones I include amplify Ahab by associating him with
timeless myths, with timeless qualities and aspirations
reserved for heroes; most of these interpretations are also
applicable to Prometheus, with whom Ahab will be carefully
paralleled in the next chapter in the light of material in
this discussion.
Before analyzing Ahab, let me present two theories
by William Ellery Sedgwick and Stanly Geist concerning
Melvil le's view of tragedy and the tragic hero that summarize as well as introduce Ahab and his gr-eat quest. Sedgwick
generalizes about Mel ville' s view of tragedy:

t1w1 th Melville,

as with Aeschylus , Sophocles and Shakespeare, tragedy is
identified with men and women of heroic proportions; that is,
with individuals whose human nature in one respect or another
makes them tower above their f ellow beings . "1

Being more

specific, he states that Melville's tragic view is the
.,tragedy of mind, n which is "a version of the great universal
drama of being, in which the mind plays the crucial role, a
1 .QE. • Ci!. , P •

54.
54
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role fairly shrouded in ambiguities.

Between the mind and

heart of man there is a fatal conflict, of which the heart
is invariably the innocent victim. 111

Sedg-wick I s general and

specific statements of Melville's tragic art correspond
closely to the art of Aeschylus; actually, Melville and
Aeschylus are more similar in thought or dramatic content
than they are in anything else.

Aeschylus, too, dramatizes

heroes whose human nature elevates them above all other
beings; he also dramatizes the conflict between heart and
mind, as evidenced by Prometheus especially, also by
Agamemnon, and Clytemnestra.
Geist•s interpretation of Melville's tragic theories
is similar:

"Melville's hero-worship was • • . not a worship

of men but of a way of life which men sometimes attained.
The distinguishing characteristic of this noblest way of
life was depth--depth of thought, of emotion, of descent
into oneself--and through this descent spiritual grandeur .
But one could not make the descent and remain a happy man.

. .. n2

Sedgwick and Geist grasp the core of Aeschylus' as well as
Melville's tragic art with the terms

11

deptb of thought, of

emotion" and "the universal drama of being. 11

Both Mel ville

and Aeschylus reveal a profound understanding of man and his
relations to the universe, of his sufferings in that universe,
1Ibid., p.

57.

2stanly Geist, Herman Melville: The Tragic Vision
and the Heroic Tde al, Harvard Honors Theses 12 (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1939), p. 25.
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and his great qualities that can enable him to control it.
Specifically, Geist' s and Sedgwick's interpretations are a
preliminary to Ahab.

They elucidate his make-up and his own

tragic vision; they are a partial explanation to his mighty
quest .
No small aspect of Ahab's stature is his indomitable
pride, the goad for his adamantine will, determination, and
courage .

His pride lies in the greatness of his own self,

his own strength to question the mighty, primeval force that
maimed him.

This is the pride that isolates Ahab from other

men, such isolation i ntensifying his purpose.

It forces the

wills of bis crew to run in the iron grooves of his own will .
Ahab's pride is his greatness as it is his tragedy. It forces
him to rely on himself, shunning others and the aids of
society .

Vincent points out that Ahab reveals his intense

pride and self-reliance when be tramples the ship's quadrant,
"symbolically rejecting an instrument created by his society
for bis aid. nl

Again he disple.ys his superhuman pride when

he boasts he can demagnetize the damaged ship's compass.

As

Arvin observes, Ahab demonstrates the hubr•is of the Aeschylean
hero when be defies the flaming corposants during a storm:
'I own thy speechless, placeless power; but to the
last gasp of my earthquake life will dispute its
unconditional, unintegral mastery in me. In the
midst of the personified impersonal, a personality
stands here. 1 2
1QE,. cit., p .

2P. 176.

375.
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Arvin continues:

11 The

raging egoism Ahab embodies has some-

thing in common with the Hubris of Greek tragedy, as it has
also something, and still more, in common with the Christian
sin of pride. •

. . 111

This pride transforms Ahab into an

"Ego," one that destroys his "personality 11 and his free mind,
making him a complete slave to his purpose.2

The intensity

of his pride is as necessary to sustain him through his quest
and his suffering as Prometheus ' was to insure the success
of his quest and to enable him to bear his punishment.

By

maint a ining their intense pride, however, Prometheus and Ahab
forfeit a certain amount of nobility, for they become arrogant, overly self-sufficin g, and self-righteous.
Ahab's unswerving dedication to his purpose has been
called madness and monomania by some Melvillians.
ac cuses Ahab of both.

Sedgwic k

He says that Ahab's nobility lies in

his madness, a madness, however, that "springs from an excess
of humanity. 11 3

This noble madness makes Ahab the "champion

of man," a searcher for the truth in the "moral and spiritual
uni verse" that means so much to man.4

In this search .Ahab

leaves behind uall traditional conclusions, all common assumpti ons, all codes and creeds and articles of faith.

lQ.E_. Cit. , p • 1 79 •

2Ibid., p. 177.
3.Q.E.. cit., p. 108.
4Ibid., pp. 108-109.
5rbid. , p . 109.

0
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undesirable aspect of his madness, according to Sedgwick, is
his monomania, which threatens his broad, noble madness. 1
This monomania springs from his mutilation, forcing him to
see the White Whale as all evil, a distortion of the truth.
Ahab's powerful inner conflict is his striving against
domination by this monomania.

Sedgwick's idea of monomania

is equally applicable to Prometheus, who is obsessed with the
desire of revenge upon Zeus.

As Ahab's monomania distorts

his concept of the Whale, so does Prometheus' obsession misdirect him into ascribing only evil to Zeus .

Also, Ahab's

inner conflict is that of Prometheus, who must overcome his
obsession in order to complete bis quest by revealing his
secret .

Part of Ahab's conflict is seen in "The Candles"

chapter , Sedgwick points out, in which Ahab defies the
flaming corposa.nts, equated with the Creator:

"Like

Prometheus, once more, Ahab scales the ramparts of inhuman
heaven.

Infuriated courage carries him along, but it is as

if he carried, to plant upon those ramparts, a banner bearing
the names of the highest emblems of humanity--love, compassion,
justice. 11 2

Crazy Pip is the greatest threat to Ahab's mono-

mania, for he has the power to restore Ahab to noble madness.
Realizing that his love and compassion for Pip can destroy
his obsession, Ahab banishes Pip from him.

Ahab's true

spiritual crisis, as Sedgwick an~ most Melvillians believe,
lrbid., pp. 110-11.
2 Ibid., p. llJ+.

occurs in "The Symphony'' chapter, 1 in which Ahab, leaning
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over the shiprail during a perfectly calm, lovely day, is
almost beguiled by the sight to give up his monomania.
Starbuck joins the old man and pleads to save him from his
purpose .

But Ahab cannot give up the quest.

The next day

he sights the White Whale.
F.

o. Ma.tthiessen believes Ahab simply mad:

"His

superiorities of mind and will, of courage and conviction,
have exalted him above the sphere of anything petty or ignoble.
Yet it is repeatedly affirmed that he is a monomaniac, and
that his fixed idea, his hatred of the whale, as the symbol
of malignity has carried him into the toils of a diabolical
bond . 112

Hillway also asserts that, though ft...hab "voices the

implied protest of all humanity, 11 he is nevertheless insane,
one cause of his madness being his isolation from mankind.3
Ahab senses his rift from society and knows that if he foregoes his quest., he will
sanity.

0

4

0

regain his soul and return to

Bezanson attempts to measure Ahab's insanity :

"The line of Ahab ts response from ship to ship [the nine
ships the Pequod meets] is a psychograph of his monomania
showing the rising curve of his passion and diagrarmning his

1 Ibid., p. 116.
20 Book Three: Melville," American Renaissance: Art
and Expre ssion in the Age of Emerson and Whitman (New York:
Ox.ford University Press, 1941), p. 4~

3.QE,. cit., p.
4Toid.

24.
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moral hostility. 1

Mason attributes only near madness t o

Ahab when, near the end, he becomes more frenzied and loses
all power of reason; but Ahab, like Lear, has a fool, Pip,
to calm his hubris and restore the tragic equilibrium.2
Basing his ideas on a theory of despair by 8,5ren file rkegaard,
Percival presents Ahab as neurotic from extreme despair.
True despair, he says, leads to one of two courses of action:
a person becomes religious and resigned or he becomes demonic.
Ahab , not possessing the spirit of resignation and supplication necessary to become religious, becomes demonic or evil,
rebellious and vindictive.3
Ahab, though isolated from mankind, partially allied
with evil and suffering from despair, is not insane; his
quest does not spring from madness, in the derogatory sense
of the term .

Ahab bas a purpose and sti cks to it; this pur-

pose springs from depth of thought and feeling, far deeper
than the thoughts and feelings of the average man .

I

thoroughly agree with Henry Alonzo Myers when he says in his
book on tragedy that Ahab is different from other men tn
"de gree , " not in kind .

He insists that Ahab's monomania is

not meant as craziness, but as intensificati on of purpose;
1.QE.

ill•,

P•

54.

2_Q£. cit ., pp . 152-153 .
3A Reading of Moby-Dick (Chicago:
of Chicago Press, 19°50), pp. 16-17.
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in that respect he is different from most men. 1

In an

article devoted to explaining Ahab's tragedy and its significance Myers analyzes in greater detail Ahab's normalcy,
stressing his depth of thought and feeling as his uniqueness
among men. 2

He explains here that Ahab I s heaping his malice

upon the White Whale and blaming that Whale for all his
suffering, though different in "intensity, n is common in
"ex amp le":
Me n commonly ascribe their good fortune to some
idea, person, or talisman, to a variety of causes
ranging from lucky numbers to divine providence.
Eve n more regularly they ascribe misfortune to fate,
to chance, to the malice of gods or men.3
Ahab , apart, dedicated to his purpose, intends to find out
wh at lies beyond the Whale, if anything; he directs his life
to discovering what such a powerful force means.

In doing

so , he serves the deepest, most anguishing thoughts of mankind::
He piled upon the whale's white hump the sum of all
the general rage and hate felt by his whole race from
Adam down; and then, as if his chest hact been a mortar,
he burst his hot heart's shell upon it.4
"No, no,

my

lad; stricken, blasted, if he be, Ahab

has his humani tle s ! n_5

As Ahab has a "globular brain," he has

1Tragedy: A View of Life (Ithaca:
Press, 1956}, pp. 6"8-~ -- -

Cornell University

2ncaptain Ahab's Discovery: The Tragic Meaning of
Moby Dick, 11 The New England Q,uar,t erly, XV (March-December,
1942)' 24. 3rbid., p. 26.

4p.

267.

5Ibid., p. 116.
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a "ponderous heart. nl

In writing of Ahab's monomania and

madness, Sedgwick mentions ~<lliab 's humanity, believing that
Ahab's great capacity for feeling, besides his great mind,
is the source of his noble madness.

He says that one indi-

cation of Ahab's great heart is his dislike of things
mechanical and soulless, as indicated by his des troying the
quadrant. 2

Here is Ahab's opinion of the instrument:

"Foolish toy! babies I plaything of haughty admirals,
and commodores, and captains; the world brag,s of thee,
of thy cunnin g and mi ght; but what after all canst thou
do, but tell the poor pitiful point, where thou thyself happenest to be on this wide planet, and the hand
that holds thee: no! not one jot more t 11 3
Ahab shows his revulsion for mechanical men, also.
approves of the Second Mate 's lack of feeling.

He dis-

When Stubb

laughs at Ahab's wrecked boat, smashed by Moby Dick, Ahab
reproaches him:

111

'What soulless thing is this that laughs

before a wreck?

Man, manI did I not know thee brave as

fearless fire (and as mechanical) I could swear thou wert a
poltroon. ,n4

One of the best examples of Ahab's humanity

lies in his great attraction for Pip, gone mad from being
abandoned at sea.

Ahab's heart goes out to the boy as

Prometheus' went out to mankind, wretched and abandoned:
1 Ibid., p. 107.

22.:e,.

cit., p. 105.

3P. 717.
4rbid., p. 791.
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11 0h,
ye frozen heavens! look down here. Ye did beget
this luckless child, and have abandoned hlm, ye
creative libertines. Here, boy; Ahab's cabin shall
be Pip's home henceforth, while Ahab lives. Thou
touchest my inmost centre, boy; thou art tied to me
by cords woven of my heart-strings. Come, let I s d:own . t1l

Olson says that to Pip only does Ahab show his humanity and
Pip weakens his purpose to some extent.2

Ahab's great

capacity to feel all the injustice, frustration, and pain
that man has suffered since his beginning is Ahab's allembracing humanity.

That feeling is s ummarized in his

compassion for Pip .

Ahab is one of those human beings who

pit their hearts and brains against the undefinable, elusive,
indifferent, and cruel source of life in an heroic attempt
to understand it.

Ahab's heart and brain start him on his

quest , his heart giving him the more anguish; but in the
concentrated heat of that chase Ahab loses part of his
humanity to hate.

Lewis Mumford writes,

0

But in battling

avainst evil, with power instead of l o ve, Ahab himself . . •
becomes the image of the thing he hates :

he has lost his

bumani ty in the very act of vindicating it. 11 3

Similarly,

Sedgwick says, in defining Ahab as a victim of the "tragedy
of mind," that 'Ahab's great intellect grasps an ideal it
must pursue , but in pursuing it, Ahab somehow kills his
heart, his humanity.4

Ahab does not kill his humanity; only

-1 ~ . , p.

~-

2o .

747.

cit., pp. 60-61.

3.QE_. cit., p. 186.

4QE_. cit., p. 58.
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part of it turns to superhuman hate; the rest remains with
him until he is destroyed.

Intense hatred is as necessary

to the Promethean man in pursuing hie quest as bis love is.
Ahab's love is universal like that of Prometheus; his hatred
contains a strong element of the personal.

Percival, taking

a broader view than either Sedgwick or Mumford, vindicates
Ahab's hatred s omewhat by saying that such a hatred for the
White Whale is not only personal but world-wide, for the
Whale is the woes of all mankind. 1

There is no doubt of

Ahab's hatred of the whale and his desire for vengeance for
his mutilation, but bis compassion for the man blighted
through evil and bis realization of the pathetic situation
of man against the mystery of life raise him far above an
ordinary man.

He is man striving and learning; what makes

him so is his humanity.

Ah ab is possibly misguided.

His

hatred misleads him into seeing nothing but evil in creation,
an evil he must lash out at, understand, and destroy for all
man and for himself.

Ahab cannot see both sides of life,

that both evil and good are necessary.

His misunderstanding

of good and evil, the basic elements of existence, creates
a dual reaction which Sedgwick calls a double principle:
"The white principle in Ahab pursues the Whale as the symbol
of that truth which underlies all man's conscious reflections,
the truth which is man's noblest, preoccupation. n

1.Q.E,. cit., p. 38.

The dark in
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Ahab pursues, too, but is the raging against "his own mind
and conscious sou1. 111
The duality in Ahab of humanity and hatred has its
counterpart in universal compassion and selfishness.

This

universal compassion in Ahab or his moral and spiritual
consciousness of man's ineffectualness against the forces
in the universe belongs to Ahab's humanity, which bas been
discussed.

The hatred belongs to the selfish side of Ahab,

the personal prerogative for revenge upon an indisputable
force of life.

His hatred of the Whale Ahab thinks justified

since that wbale maimed him, although it had mutilated other
men also.

Through this hatred he assumes martyrdom, so

termed by Percival, which is naturally unclean, for its basis
is selfishness and self-pity.

To back up his accusation of

martyrdom, Percival refers to the chapter called "Sunset, 11
in which Ahab disclaims on the Crown of Lombardy: 2
". • • my soul wearies with her endless hill.
Is,
then, the crown too heavy that I wear? this Iron
Crown of Lombardy. Yet is it bright with many a gem;
I, the wearer, see not its far flashings; but darkly
feel that I wear that, that dazzingly confounds. 'Tis
iron--that I know--not gold. ' Tis split, too--that I
feel; the jagged edge galls me so, my brain seems to
beat against the solid metal; aye, steel skull, mine;
the sort that needs no helmet 1n the most b:rainbattering fight! 11 3

1.QE.. ill,. , p. 129·.

2.Q.E..

ill•,

pp. 30-31.

3Moby-Dick, pp.

241-242.
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Yet the elements of selfishness and even self-pity are
necessary to Ahab's stature, for he must feel the pain of
the Whale's malignancy, which engenders the pity and selfishness, before he will turn all his energies against the
'Whale.
Some students have attributed to Ahab a Me ssianic
complex, calling him a self-appointed redeemer, a god-like
saviour.

Gleim calls him a "practical redeemer" who "feels

in his own heart the total sum of human suffering" and who
seeks to find the symbol of that suffering in order to
annihilate it.l

Though concerned here primarily with extreme

individualism (truly a form of Me ssiahship), Matthiessen says
that Mel ville pictured in Ahab the "destruction that must
overtake the Man-God, the self-appointed Messiah. n2
Matthies sen also remarks that Ahab's "resolve to take it
upon himself to seek out ahd annihilate the source of malignity, is god-like, for it represents human effort in its
highest r e ach."3

Chase makes the association between Ahab

and Christ more complete:

"But .Ahab also resembles an even

more momentous mythical being :

Christ. 11

He continues: "The

memory of the true Savior remains, though obscurely, in Ahab's
personality; be works out his fated failure within the ghostly
1 op. :.2ll., p.

124.
459.

ill·, P.
3!.1?.12:. , p • 448 •
2Q.2..
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scaffolding of the Savior's career on earth." 1

There are

images in Moby-Dick that illustrate the Messianic complex in
Ahab, as Chase points out.

"He sleeps with clenched hands;

and wakes with his own bloody nails in his palms. tt2

Also

indicative of this complex is Ahab's assuming the Crown of
Lombardy, already mentioned as an example of martyrdom.
Ishmael narrates, on seeing Ahab for the first time::

"He

looked like a man cut away from the stake, when the fire has
overruningly wasted all the limbs without constu11ing them •••• n3
He also says:

11 • • •

moody stricken Ahab stood before them

[ bis officers] with a crucifixion in his face; in all the
nameless regal overbearing dignity of some mighty woe. n4
Ahab is man's champion; be goes forth to battle bearing the
banner of mutilation, suffering, bewilderment, and rage to
free mankind of evil.

He is an extraordinary Messiah, for

be battles evil with hate as well as with love.

He, like his

original, at the greatest moment of anguish and attainment is
betrayed.

As a self-appointed Messiah, he also battles with

defiance.

He is the arch-defier, the prototype of rebellion,

who "will not abate one inch or bis whole high broad human
form."5

Consequently, Ahab, the Messiah, also bas elements

of Satanism.
1.QE.. cit., p.

44.

2rbid.

-

Jill.£.,

p.

177.

4rbid., p. 178.
5sedgw1ck, .2.E.•

ill•,

p. 104.
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Murray presents as his first hypothesis Ahab as the
embodiment of Lucifer.

He says that "Melville's Satan is

the spitting image of Milton's hero, but portrayed with
deeper and subtler psychological insight, and placed where
be belongs, in the heart of man. nl

Fedallah, Ahab's stow-

away, he maintains, indicates without doubt that Ahab is
allied with the Devil.

Fedallah is the "cool, heartless,

cunning, calculating, intellectual Devil of the medieval
myth-makers, in contrast to the stricken, passionate, indignant, and often eloquent rebel angel of Paradise Lost, whose
role is played by .Ahab. 0 2

Thompson, in discussing Ahab, s

conversion to Satanism, points out that once Ahab was a
devout follower of God, who spoke to him through a blast
of 11 gb tni ng: 3
Threading its way out from among his grey hairs, and
continuing right down one side of his tawny scorched
face and neck, till it disappeared in his clothing,
you saw a slender rod-like mark, lividly whitish. It
resembled that perpendicular seam sometimes made in
the straight, lofty trunk of a great tree, when the
upper lightning tearingly darts down it, and without
wrenching a single twig, peels and grooves out the
bark from top to bottom, ere running off into the poil,
leaving the tree still greenly alive, but branded.4
Later, Thompson says, God spoke to Ahab again, through the
White Whale, who reaped one of Ahab's legs.
l.Q.E.. cit., p. 11.
2Ibid.

-

3.Q,£ •

.£!!.,

p. 139.

4Moby-Diek, p.

177.
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his "right reason" or devotion to God and acceptance of his
ways and rebelled, asserting his independenee.l
Moby-Dick contains many instances that reveal Ahab's
Satanism.

One of the most dramatic occurs in the chapter

called "Quarter-Deck."

Here Ahab bends the wills of his

crew to follow his in a Satanic confirmation.

He is passing

the measure of grog to his crew:
'Drink and pass!' he cried, handing the heavy charged
flagon to the nearest seaman. 'The crew alone now
drink. Round with it, round! Short draughts--long
swallows, men; 'tis hot as Satan's hoof. So, so; it
goes round excellently. It spiralizes in ye; forks
out at the serpent-snapping eye.•2
Then he comes to his pagan harpooneers:
'Now, three to three, ye stand. Connnend the murderous
chalices! Bestow them, ye who are now made parties to
this indissoluble league • • • • Drink, ye harpooneers!
drink and swear, ye men that man the deathful whaleboat's bow--Death to Moby Dick!' • • • The long, barbed
steel goblets were lifted; and to cries and maledictions against the white whale, the spirits were simultaneously quaffed down with a hiss.3
Later on when a whale has been fastened alongside and is
ready to be cut up and boiled down, his oil to be stowed in
casks, the Pequod is a veritable hell, peopled with demons.
The predominant imagery conjures up an idea of hell with
"pronged forks, '1 "te rr or," "blackness of darkness," "red
hell"; the whole ship, "laden with fire, and burning

l.QE.. cit., pp. 139-140.
2P. 238.

3Ibid., p.

240.

a
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corpse, and plunging into that blackness of darkness, seemed
the material counterpart of her monomaniac commander's soul."l
Another striking example of .A hab's Satanism occurs when .Ahab
has the blacksmith forge him a special harpoon for hunting
Moby Dick.

He calls upon his pagan harpooneers to temper

the steel:
'No, no--no water for that; I want it of the true deathtemper. Ahoy, there! Tashtego, Queequeg, Daggool What
say ye, pagans! Will ye give me as much blood as will
cover this barb?' A cluster of dark nods replied, Yes.
Three punctures were made in the heathen flesh, and the
White Whale's barbs were then tempered.
'Ego non baptizo in nomine patris, sed in nomine
diaboli!' deliriously howled Ahab, as the malignant
iron scorchingly devoured the baptismal blood.2
Ahab's Satanism is born out of grief and betrayal; it is a
counterpart of his Messianism.

Both are only two sides to

this puz zling old sea captain and his supernatural quest.
Ahab also embodies characteristics of Adam or the
Adamic hero, an American concept of a hero.

A few Melville

critics have alluded obscurely to the Adamic qualities in
Ahab, but no one, so far as I know, has analyzed Ahab to
determine in what ways or to what extent he represents the
American Adam.

R. B. W. Lewis's~ ,American Adam traces

nineteenth century authors' portrayals of the Adamic figure
in literature, philosophy, and history.

Lewis defines the

Adamic hero and pictures his changes and growth in successive
libid., p. 610.
2Ibid., p. 701.
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authors, including Melville.

When he discusses Moby-Dick,

however, he has little to say.

He does not attempt to

analyze either .Ahab or Ishmael in Ada.mic terms; his major
comments are directed to th e

"Odyssey" myth in the book

and to other traditional :mythic elements, such as the
Aeschylean, the Shakespearean, the Christian. 1

He believes

the Adamic myth is in the book, I suppose, for he says that
Moby-Dick is a continuation of Redburn, which he analyzes
carefully for qualities of Adamism, in that it represents
the reaction of the innocent collided with the hostile
world. 2

He also says that Moby-Dick is "ablaze with anger";

it is a "fury of disenchantment:
illusion. "3

Adam gone mad with dis-

His discussion, however, is disappointing in

its inadequacy.

I think he means to place Moby-Dick in an

intermediary stage of Melville's mythic development, with
Redburn as first and Billy~ as the last and best portrayal of the .Adamic :myth.

I

feel, however, that both

Ishmael and Ahab contain specific traits of the Ada.mic hero,
and I intend to present those traits in Ahab.

My analysis

is based on Lewis's own definition and qualifications of the
American Adam.
Before I can discuss Ahab, I must present in condensed and probably over-simplified form some of Lewis's
'

lThe .American .Adam: Innocence, Tragedy~ Tradition
in the Nineteenth Centurz (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1955), pp. l4lff.

2Ibid., p. 138.

-

3Ib1d.
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brilliant observations on the American Mam.

Adam began

with Whitman, Thoreau, and Emerson as a gigantic innocent,
bereft of background and sin, ready to inherit the earth
of .America. 1

But the elder Henry James, astute man that he

was, foresaw the doom or the fall of such a primitive innocent, foresaw the necessity of such a fall, called the
"fortunate fal1. 112
obvious psychology:

This particular fall is based upon
to attain maturity or ttidentity," the

innocent must fall, must be conditioned by experience.3
Experience here embodies good as well as evil, with an
emphasis upon evil.

James realized that the original pure

and innocent Adam was dangerous to American thought, for he
knew that innocence was inadequate for the full deve lopment
of the American personality.4

Eventually, the American Adam

evolved into the solitary, lonely figure, uncluttered by
family and heritage, attempting to enter the world of the
ordinary citizen, attempting to fit in.

Hawthorne and

especially Melville raised the status of the Adamic hero
to give him a permanent place in American Literature.

Lewis

gives a concise definition of the Adam.ic hero, under the
heading of "The Matter of Adam":
1rbid.
of Innocence."

A surmnary of Divs. 1 and 2 under "The Danger

2 rb1d., p. 60.
discussio~

3Ibid., p. 61.

-

4Ibid.

Consult ,pp.

54-73 for a detailed
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• • • the ritualistic trials of the young innocent,
liberated from family and social history or bereft
of them; advancing hopefully into a complex world he
knows not of; radically affecting that world and
radically affected by it; defeated, perhaps even
destroyed--in various versions of the recurring
anecdote hanged, beaten, shot, betrayed, abandoned-but leaving his mark upon the world, and a sign in
which conquest may later become possible for the
survivors.I
Ahab, too, 1s a lone, solitary figure, above average
men in sensibility and capability.

When he is mutilated by

the Whale, he shucks off f8I!lily ties, any ties with his world,
and goes in quest of another world, which he must enter,
understand, and conquer.

In pursuing the world of the uni-

versal, Ahab is liberated from, in the words of Sedgwick,
"all traditional conclusions, all connnon assumptions, all
codes and creeds and articles of faith." 2
Adamic hero, must begin from the beginning.

Ahab, like a true

His innocence

of the indifference and especially the evil of the forces of
the universe is shattered by his almost fatal contact with
the Whale, which represents those forces.

Ahab retains his

essential innocence, however, for he believes he can enter
the world of the universal, understand it, and conquer it.
He pursues that world, the Whale, relentlessly, hopefully,
and heartbreakingly.

He does not understand it, and bis lack

of understanding prevents him from truly understanding it,
the problem of the ldamic hero.
llbid., pp. 127-128.
2.Q:E..

ill·,

p. 109.

It is a maddening problem,
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for it cannot be solved:

in order for the Adamic hero to

enter, understand, and conquer his world, he must first understand it, but such understanding is impossible for him, an
outsider.

Ahab, too, faces this impasse, but he fares better

than most Adams.

When he finally confronts his world,

symbolized by Moby Dick, he grasps for insight into it by
hurling the harpoon.

'When he discharges the weapon, he is

killed, but not before he can gain a glimmer of understanding
by recognizing the inviolability of his personality, by
reaffirming that his attempt to be united with the universal
is right, natural to him.

This glimmer of understanding is

a small reward for bis long quest, but it is better than
nothing.

He 1s, however, defeated in his major quest and

destroyed; be is betrayed by the world he wanted to understand, for at the most propitious moment for understanding,
he is killed.

Only Ishmael survives to profit from Ahab's

quest and to offer a partial solution to it.

Ahab fits

into Lewis's formula for the !damic hero, but he also transcends it to become the spirit of' the Adamic figure, the
figure who is always attempting to enter the world his
prototype lost, the world of the universal or the divine,
but who is always precluded from it and destroyed by it.
This discussion is brief .and general.

It could be expanded

and fortified by specific exampl~s, but 1 think it points
out that ,Ahab does embody qualities of the Adamic hero.
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.Ahab is also the representative of man:

universal

man, primal man, and the nineteenth-century man.
says of Ahab as universal man:
captain; he is man.

Sedgwick

"Ahab is more than a sailing

He 1s man sentient, speculative, pur-

posive, religious, standing his full human stature against
the innnense mystery of creation. 111

Ahab is the ideal man

in many respects, confronting life with the courage and
pride that belong to the best or champions.

Mumford con-

siders .! bab the representative or universal man in one aspect:
II

• • • he rather stands for human purpose in its highest

expression."

Ahab's quest and his defeat are the spirit of

life; they make "Life, Life purposi ve, Life formative, Life
express! ve."

In Ahab's defeat "is the only pledge of man• s

ultimate victory, and the only final preventive of emptiness,
boredom, and suicide . " 2

Myers, being more specific and less

philosophical than Sedgwick or Mumford, calls Ahab the representative of mankind in his superiority, his ascendency over
ordinary men; he stands above his race in his unfaltering
resolution, his capacity for feeling and thinking.3

Ahab i s

a fit man to scale the ramparts for man.
Ahab is also early man, primitive man, when he first
began to think and feel and understand dimly.

Sedgwick points

out this Primitivism when be is discussing the light-dark

1 Ibid., p. 97.
2.QE.. cit., pp. 189-190.

3Tragedy:

A View of Life,
---

· EXA

p. 69.
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imagery which runs throughout Moby-Diok.

He is speaking of

the strange inner conflict in Ahab:
• • • the conflict in which be is caught up reaches
back to the beginning of things, when God created
light to make war against primordial darkness. From
there the aneieat feud reaches thro~ghout creation.
No consciousness but bears some trace of it. Ahab,
because of his heroic stature, shows it in the scar
that runs his whole length of man. The conflict
divides flesh from spirit. It does deeper, dividing
the soul itself. The light principle is akin to fire
in all its manifestations. It is akin to whiteness.
It reaches from the creator God to man's instinctive
subterranean being. It lies in that far region
where consciousness does not trouble to define itself,
where it is closer to blood than brain.l
Ahab is man bearing the first consciousness of the dual
principle of light, understanding, and darkness, deep instinctive feeling that knows no beginning.

Primordial man

is in Ahab as be is in all men, but Ahab brings him to the
fore and fights with him.

Vincent's concept of .Ahab as

representing primal man takes a different turn:

0 •••

he

is tortured man trying to capture the primal bliss, the
final answer, even in the white mass of a sperm whale. " 2

In his discussion of the significance of Fedallah and the
stowaway crew Percival says that the four shadowy figures
with the Parsee represent the primal emotions, and the
Parsee plus his crew represent Ahab's total aspect of primal
mind and primal emotions.3

½E,.

cit., p. 129.

2.Qf_. ill_., p. 116.

3.QE_. ill_., p.

45.

Matthiessen believes that in
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Ahab lies the deep, mysterious elemental forces in man,
primitive forces that are bidden in later man.

His dis-

cussion parallels Sedgwick's, though it is clearer and
briefer:

"By presenting such a character as Ahab, Melville

breaks through the veneer of civilization and reminds the
reader that the shallow light of his educated consciousness
really penetrates only a very short way into the profundity
of the uni verse. 11 1

.A hab's primi ti vi sm is the same that

lies buried below the consciousness of average modern men.

It is these dim primitive drives that force men like Ahab
to seek meaning and truth in life, to seek some explanation
of the mystery of life.

Ahab's terrible mutilation and the

consequent suffering of mind and body bring to him dimly
the same suffering endured by primitive man and the same
feelings that led early bewildered man to seek the cause of
suffering.
Some Melvillians see Ahab as the partial representative of mid-nineteenth century man.
"American cultural image:

Chase sees him as the

the captain of industry and of his

soul; the exploiter of nature who serves his own attachment
to nature and exploits himself out of existence. " 2

Chase

equates Ahab with Prometheus as a culture hero, but where
Prometheus succeeds Ahab .fails.

l.QE.. cit., p. 438.

22E_.

cit., p. 43.

The true Prometheus is he
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who not only rebels to liberate but who also accepts full
moral responsibility, who embraces and accepts his culture. 1
Ahab has some of the false Prometheus, however, the type of
hero who "betrays his humanity through some monstrous pride,
some titanic quest for moral purity, some obsessed abdication from the natural ambiguities of life in quest of the
absolute and inviolable, or some moral treachery which
involves his companions as well as himself in a final
catastrophe. " 2

Nevertheless, Ahab's task is the Promethean,

continues Chase, although eventually Ahab is no true
Prometheus, for he isolates himself from society and leads
himself and his crew to destruction instead of
path of society."3

11

along the

This false culture hero, !hab, is the

representative of nineteenth-century capitalists during the
beginning of the machine age.

Henry Nash Smith studies

Moby-Dick from a social point of view, commenting on the
imagery from American folklore and on the characters as
pictures of individuals in society.

He says that Melville's

view of his society was that it threatened flthe individual
with a disintegration of personality which he could avoid
only by the half-miraculous achievement of a sense of
community, of brotherhood, unattainable within official
1 Ibid., p.

4.

2Ibid., p. 3.
3Ibid., pp.

54-55.
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culture--a sense of community to be found, in fact, only
among 'meanest mariners, and renegades and castaways.,nl
Smith proclaims Ishmael the book's hero from this point of
view. 2

He also says that Ahab, by being associated with

imagery from the Industrial Revolution, is the menacing
force in soeiety. 3

Matthiessen also associates Ahab with,

among other things, the exploiters and en:pire builders of
this period.4

Moby-Dick contains many allusions to Melville's

society; it contains theories on economics, polities, law,
religion, and the individual in society.

Ahab himself is

occasionally drawn in "mechanical" image:ry, but I think,
and most students of Melville do also, that Melville did
not primarily create Ahab as a nineteenth-century hero.
Ahab is a man of gigantic intellect and pride, deep

feeling and broad vision; he is a "crown of a man'' standing
for all mankind in his striving, his searching, his compassion and selfishness, his individualism, and his evil.

He

is a supreme tragic figure, aristocratic in his intellect,
sensitivity, and position as lord of the world, the Pequod.
He has many tragic flaws :

pride, isolation, understanding

divorced from feeling, loss of humanity, and single vision.
1 ' 1The Image of Soci.ety in Moby-Dick," Moby-Diek
Centennial Essays, p. 75~

-

2Ibid.

3Ibid., p. 60.

¼E,.

cit., p.

459.
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Such a hero is suited for his quest.

Ahab's ulterior quest

is seeking out evil 1n the form of Moby Di ck, who may be
either the principle or the agent of evil.

But the White

Whale means more than evil to everyone except Ahab.
quest has several significances.

Ahab's

One is the individual's

free will versus Fate, which in this psychological age would
probably be called something else.

Ahab believes be is an

emissary or Fate:
'By heaven, man, we are turned round and round in this
world, like yonder windlass, and Fate is the bandspike.,1
'Ahab is for ever .Ahab, man. This whole act's immutably
decreed. 'Twas rehearsed by thee and me a billion
years before this ocean rolled . 2Fool1 I am the Fates'
lieutenant; I act under orders. ·'
At other times be talces a different view:

"What I've dared,

I've willed; and what I've willed, I'll doln3

H1llway says

that essentially Ahab is a defier of Fate, of his course in
life.4

Ahab cannot understand why his fate should be muti-

lation by the Whale; it is against this act of mutilation
that he rebels, for be will not accept a fate administered
in cruel indifference.5

Yet he senses that his defiance

comes not from his own will, but from God's:

he is pre-

destined to rebel against God by defying his fate.

1 P. 778 ..
2Ibid., p. 804.

3ill£., p. 242.
4.QE_. ill•, p. 25.
5rbid., P• 23.

His
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defiance le ads to his death.

Vincent further says that

Ishmael, who gives his life up to chance and necessi ty,
becomes reconciled with life , which he accepts s t oically,
and therefore li ves.

On the contrary, Ahab, pitting his will

and strength against his fate, will not accept life as it
is; he must fight it and discover its secret .

Unlike

Hillway, Vincent says that Ahab does no t ful l y recognize
the fact that he is defying Fate, for he uboastingly calls
himself Fates' lieutenant, to be the instrument of revenge
on :Moby Dick. nl

Matthies sen, discussing Ahab and Fate from

an entirely different point of view , be li eves that part of
Ahab's tragedy lies in his concept of the
which he is chained. n 2

11

rigid Fate to

Ahab feels that he is truly the

Fates' lieutenant and that it is his task to annihilate
the White Whale, mistakenly taki ng into his own hands matters
that belong to Fate or God . 3

The result of his fatalism is

that his tragedy " admits no moral recognition.

The catharsis

is , therefore, partially frustrated, since we cannot respond
as we c an in Lear, to Ahab's deli verance from the evil forces
in which he bas been immersed . "4

Instead of struggling

against his fate , Ahab heartily embraces it, embraces the
quest he has designed for himse l f . 5

l.QE.. .£!_!.' p . 207 •
2

.QE_. cit . , p .

455 .

3Ibid . , p. 453.
4rbid . , p . 456.

-

5rb i d.

Sedgwick also states
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that Ahab believes in Fate, but that his acceptance of it is
not resignation to superior forces.

.Ahab equates himself

with all the powers of the universe; he is on equal footing
with them and suited to the task set before him.
not meekly obey them as ordinary men do. 1

He does

Myers presents

a sound and sensible analysis of Fate and free will, saying
that "Noby Dick, like all tragedies, stresses the inevi tabili ty with which fate flows from character and by which the
lot of the individual is governed by fixed conditions and
not by ehance."2

Ahab's own being determines his fate, as

Prometheus' character determines his, even though Ahab
attributes his quest to some higher power.

He is too

insistent upon the individuality of his personality to be
bound to some mechanical Fate.

He, again like Prometheus,

also has moments in which he can alter his own fate, but
he does not.

He can be swerved by Pip or by Starbuck

several times, but he determines that he will not be; so
Prometheus can be swerved by Oceanus or Hermes, but be, too,
determines he will not be.

Ahab has his free will; yet he

is bound by some. general framework over which he has little
control:

his own nature, coupled with external circumstance,

determines his fate; each works with the other in evolving
his destiny.

Ahab is th~ man whose sensitive nature in

1QE.. cit., pp. 118-119. ,
.A View of Life,
-----

p.

74.

colliding with circumstances makes him rise above the
ordinary and makes his quest a landmark in the spiritual
history of man.

Like Ab.ab, Prometheus, though he h as a

certain amount of free will, is bound by a general framework, which he calls destiny.

Although his conception of

destiny connotes a certain amount of predestination, he has
the opportunity more than once to change bis destiny, to
exercise bis free will.
Ahab's quest involves a conflict between the
universal order and the striving individual.

Ahab has

been stricken by some universal force of life through
circumstance, product of necessity.

The White Whale, that

universal force, is what ~ab strives against, to destroy
so that be may know the mystery of life, the why's and
wherefore's of man's misery and at the same time his good.
He pits all his qualities as a human being against the
mystery of creation, not as an inferior, but as a being
who bas similar powers and who has a well-founded right to
probe into the mystery.

His humanity, his love for the

great heart and mind in man, who must suffer this mystery,
as well as his hatred of the injustice done him make him
strive to reach the universal embodied in the Whale.

He,

too, like Prometheus, like noble man, must capture part of
the universality that surrounds ,him; as a great human being
he cannot admit of accepting life without a question, of
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resigning himself to the forces that govern his life without
an understanding or them.

He, like all mankind, cannot .face

the idea o.f being a puppet, a nothing in the grasp o.f the
universe; he must feel that he has some power o.f his own to
govern that order.

He fights to make man's ever-present

desire to control some of the .forces around him possible;
he fights for man's hope that he is not insignificant,
helpless.

While Ahab is striving to attain something o.f

the universal, he is also striving to maintain the terrific
individuality that sets him apart as a champion o.f man.

If

he loses his individuality, he loses his chance o.f connnuning
with the universal.
paradox:

Ahab's dilemma, like Prometheus', is a

while striving to maintain his own personality,

he is striving to lose part of it to gain the universal.
Ahab's attainment of the universal lies in the white .fire
o.f his personality, the

queenly personality" that brings

1t1

understanding to his tortured brain as he darts the spear
at the White Whale :

tt

'Oh, lonely death on lonely 11.fet

Oh, now I .feel my topmst greatness lies in my topmost
grief'. , t1l

Ahab's partial grasp of universality--no man's will
ever be com:plete--is the truth of his quest.

That truth

lies in his recognition of the inherent nobility in man, in
man's ability to use his brain and bis heart, in his eternal
1P. 820.
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striving.

Ahab's mistake is his hatred.

That hatred, as

mentioned before, is part of his fire, but it is also a
poor weapon with which to fight the mystery of life.
Prometheus, too, fights the universal order with hatred
and desire for revenge, but he foregoes both and attains
a higher truth than Ahab •

.Ahab's grasp for universality

contains an element of destruction; this element prevents his
partial truth from becoming a complete one.

CHAPTER IV
PARALLELS BETWEEN AHAB AND PROMETHEUS
The following statement is a general definition of
a Promethean hero:

he is a hero, set apart by his intel-

lectual and humane characteristics, who strives against an
elemental power in order to perform some deed beneficial
to mankind, but who, in attempting his quest, violates some
principle of life and suffers for that violation.

This

definition is based on the actions and character of
Prometheus in Prometheus Bound.

When the fragments of the

Promethean trilogy are included in explaining Prometheus'
character, a corollary must be added to the definition of
the Promethean hero:

after suffering for attempting his

quest, the Promethean is, in some way, regenerated or saved
from complete annihilation.

The type of salvation or the

manner in which it is effected depends upon the individual
Promethean.

In this chapter I am giving detailed parallels

between Prometheus and :Ahab; these parallels add up to my
definition of the Promethean hero and its corollary.
Necessary to the Promethean is madness of superior
vision, engendered by a superior intellect or depth of
thought and humanity.

The term "madness" is not derogatory.
'

It means compassion, hatred, and determination:

compassion

for persons unjustly afflicted; hatred for the inflictor;
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and determination to rectify the whole situation.

The

greater perspective of the Promethean is due, first of all,
to his mighty brain.

It is Prometheus who, by his cunning

and intellect, establishes Zeus on the throne, and it is
he, too, who grasps the injusti~e of Zeus' intention to
destroy the helpless race of man.

Prometheus is the first

in the new reign to comprehend the significance of Zeus'
intention:

he realizes that the reign he helped establish

is one of ruthless tyranny governed by an irresponsible god.
Since the tone of this new era contradicts his fine sense of
justice, he saves mankind from Zeus' destruction by giving
him actual and symbolic fire.

His superior mind plays no

small part in his deed of salvation.

Ahab's finely balanced

mind is the principal force that leads him on his quest.
Ahab has always possessed superior vision:

"'Mark ye, be

forewarned; Ahab's above the common; Ahab's been in colleges,
as well as 'mong the cannibals; been used to deeper wonders
than the waves; fixed his fiery lance in mightier, stranger
foes than whales. ,nl

Ahab's mind attains its greatest scope

after he is mutilated by the Whale.

For by that mutilation

Ahab brings into focus his sense of justice, his understanding
of the chaotic forces of life.

Only a brain above the common

can distill from a personal affront by a whale a vague but
ever increasing understanding of the principles of life.
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Responsible for the initiation of Ahab's and Prometheus'
quests is their superiority of mind, which, by engendering
their sense of justice, leads them to rebel against the
undeserved punishment and misery in the world.
Besides initiating their quests, superior intellect
sustains the heroes through their missions and effects their
salvations.

It forces them to follow their quests, never

deviating, never relinquishing.

Prometheus does not repent

of having helped man even in the face of unheard of cruel
punishment; Ahab pursues the Whale to abolish evil and
indifferent cruelty to man, regar dless of Starbuck or Pip.
The same intellect aids each man to analyze his purpose, to
recognize, though dimly perhaps in the case of Ahab, the
necessity of bis purpose, and to recognize the necessity of
the absolute abnegation of all but the far-reaching quest.
Their ability to analyze their purposes is a partial salvation; it pr.e vents them from acting according to blindest
instinct, to unadulterated rage and revenge, and thereby
gives nobility and integrity to their aims.

Such a span of

intellect is mainly responsible for their salvations, besides
being a partial salvation itself.

It turns Prometheus from

obstinacy to reconciliation and the realization of his quest:
he fo~egoes revenge and hatred and the will to thwart Zeus
and experiences the regeneration of mankind, the dawn of
prosperity for mankind.

The power of reasoning and under-

standing clarifies Ahab's quest to his own satisfaction when
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he is finally in close combat with the Whale.

Here, at last,

Ahab comprehends the fullest significance of his mission:
it is a mission of personal revenge and individual fulfillment as it is a mission of vindication for the ills mankind
has suffered since Prometheus.
clarification:
my

11

Ahab states this moment of

0h, now I reel my topmost greatness lies in

topmost grief. " 1

Ahab understands that the qualities

within him that led him on his mission and the very nature
of that mission are his greatness and his mark of worth. Without a high degree of intelligence there can be no Promethean
hero, no hero who, through a sense of injustice, strives to
rectify the woes of the world.
The second aspect of Prometheanism is humanity.
Obviously Prometheus saves mankind from destruction through
pity and compassion:
• • • but hearken to the plight
Of man, in whom, born witless as a babe,
I planted mind and the gift of understanding.

....

Who first, with eyes to see, did see in vain,
With ears to hear, did bear not, but as shapes
Figured in dreams throughout their mortal sp an
Confounded all things, knew not how to raise
Brick-woven walls sun-warmed, nor build in wood,
But had their dwelling, like the restless ant,
In sunless nooks of subterranean caves.
No token sure they had of winter's cold,
No herald of the flowery spring or season
Of ripening fruit, but laboured without wit
In all their works, .till I revealed the obscure
Risings and settings of the stars of heaven.
Yea , and the art of number, ' arch-device,
1 rbid., p. 820.
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I founded, and the craft of written words,
The world's recorder, mother of the Muse.
I first subdued the wild beasts of the field
To slave in pack and harness end relieve
The mortal labourer of his heaviest toil,
And yoked in chariots, quick to serve the rein,
The horse, prosperity's proud ornament;
And none but I devised the Mariner's car
On hempen wing roaming the trackless ocean. 1
Humanity prompts Prometheus' salvation of mankind, but
humanity also prompts his defe nse of his deed.

He never

repudiates his action, nor is he bribed into rejoining Zeus
by promise of reinstatement in heaven upon his admission
that he erred in saving mankind.

He is as strong in his

belief in the rightness of his championship as the chains
and the rock that bind him for his kindness; so is he
equally strong in his insistence on the justness of his
deed long after he has performed it.

Never does he repu-

diate his championship of man, no matter how terrible his
su.f f ering.
Ahab's humanity is similar to Prometheus•, for it
is far-reaching in its significance and a cause of extreme
suffering.

Stemming from his contact with the Whale, Ahab

develops his capacity for compassion and sympathy far beyond
that of the average man.

Being mutilated by the force of

life opens for ~hab the vast store of pity for man and for
himself that exists, coh~rently, in all Promethean men.

As

a representative of man he feel~ the pangs of all man in his

1Pp. 81-82.
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battle with the Whale.

He feels and understands the frustra-

tions, tbe ,· hatred, the uselessness, and the impotence of all
man's fight against the source that is responsible for his
creation and bis life:
In an instant's compass, great hearts sometimes
condense to one deep pang, the sum total of those
shallow pains kindly diffused through feebler
men's whole lives. And so, such hearts, though
summary in each one suffering; still, if the gods
decree it, in their life-time aggregate a whole
age of woe, wholly made up of instantaneous intensities; for even in their pointless centres, those
noble natures contain the entire circumferences of
inferior souls.I
In Ahab, then, all the wounded hearts of mankind concentrate themselves; in fighting the Whale Ahab fights for all
man.

In his humanity, his capacity to feel the woes of men,

he is a Prometheus of another generation.

One striking

example of Ahab's humanity occurs during the storm scene.
This example bas been used by Sedgwick, and his remarks
concerning the scene have been quoted in Chapter III. 2

In

this scene when the mastheads are aflame from the lightning,
and the sailors are riveted to the deck with fear, }..hab
advances with steel links in his bands and defies the
lightning and its source:
'Oh! thou clear spirit of clear fire, whom on these
seas I as Persian once did worship, till in the
sacramental act so burned by thee, that to this
hour I bear the scar; I now know thee, thou elear
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spirit, and I now know that thy right worship is
defiance. To neither love nor reverence wilt thou
be kind; and e'en for hate thou canst but kill;
and all are killed. No fearless fool fronts thee.
I own thy speechless, placeless power; but to the
last gasp of my earthquake life will dispute its
unconditional, unintegral mastery in me. In the
midst of the 1personified impersonal, a personality
stands here.
Here Ahab speaks what all men would like to speak, for he
asserts the importance of man; he asserts man's desire to
know, understand, and master the elements which control him,
control him unreasonably, Ahab believes.

Since obedience

will not conquer or even propitiate such elements, Ahab
thunders defiance.

Such a passionate plea for the signifi-

cance of man surrounded by forces he cannot control stems
from the heart, not from a cool brain.
Ahab's humanity reveals itself in a more concrete
manner.

In his compassion for Pip, whose sanity is destroyed

by the cruel elements that Ahab fights, he shows his ponderous
heart:
'Oh, boy, nor will I let go of thee unless I should
thereby drag thee to worse horrors than are here.
Come, then, to my cabin. Lo! ye believers in gods
all goodness, and in man all ill, lo you! see the
omniscient gods oblivious of suffering man; and man,
though idiotic, and knowing not what he does, yet
full of the sweet things of love and gratitude. Comet
I feel prouder leading thee by thy black hand, than
though I grasped an Emperor 1 s!•2
Ahab feels a similar regard for Starbuck; only his belief in

1P. 725.
2Ibid., pp.

747-748.
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the justice of his quest and its significance prevent his
being swayed by Starbuck.

At the third lowering for the

Whale Ahab speaks to Starbuck:
'For the third time my soul's ship starts upon
this voyage, Starbuck.'
'Aye, Sir, thou wilt have it so.'
'Some ships sail from their ports, and ever afterwards are missing, Starbuck. ~
'Truth, Sir: saddest truth. 1
tSome men die at ebb tide; some at low water; some
at the full of the flood;--and I feel now like a
billow that's a.11 one crested comb, Starbuc k . I
am old;--shake hands with me, man.'
Thelr hands meti· their eyes fastened; Starbuck' s
tears the glue.
Between Perth, the blacksmith, whose life has been but a
series of misfortunes, and Ahab exists a restrained bond of
understanding developed from mutual misery.

Percival hint s

at this bond when he mentions that Ab.ab in his associ e.tion
with Perth reveals he wants a "spiritual hold. 02

The scene

between the two men is too long to quote in its entirety,
but the following snatches of dialogue indicate the understanding between them:
'. • • I am scorched all over, Captain Ahab, 1
answered Perth, resting for a moment on his hammer;
1 1 am past sorching; not easily canst thou scorch
a scar.'

'Well, well; no more. Thy shrunk voice sounds
too calmly, sanely woeful to me. 1 3

1 Ibid • , p • 810 • .
2.Q.E.•

..£ll·, p. 65.

3Ibid., pp. 698-699.
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Only to un!'eeling, unthinking men is Ab.ab aloof; his deepest
compassion is reserved for the men who understand and who
have felt misery.
In the humanity of Ahab and Prometheus resides,
paradoxically, a certain amount of evil.

Prometheus'

championship of man is based on the noblest principles:
it is a protest against tyranny; it is an affirmation of
the right of the weak and underprivileged to exist; it is
a proclamation that mankind is significant.

But in cham-

pioning mankind, Prometheus jeopardizes the whole system of
universal order.

For this system he has no regard, no

patience to await its evolution into an order controlled by
justice and mercy.

He feels disgust and even hatred.

Simi-

larly, Ahab, though battling for mankind, seeks to destroy
the universal order that creates and governs mankind.

He

feels he has reason to destroy the Whale, that order, for
its cruelty and indifference; perhaps he has.

Nevertheless,

his quest contains an element of evil, of destruction and
hatred, as does Prometheus' championship of mankind.

Both

men have cause for such hatred, for they were betrayed without reason.

This evil is extant in three other facets of

the personalities of Ahab and Prometheus.
Both men possess· a tremendous pride, which is a
good and an evil characteristic.

Prometheus bas pride in

himself, in bis ability to reason and judge, and in deed of
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salvation.

This same pride sustains Prometheus through his

suffering; it 1s, as has been pointed out in Chapter
necessary to his great accomplishment.

r,

But in its extreme,

in its blatancy, it is tainted with some evil, for it hinders
reconciliation with Zeus and his order.
pride is a flaw also.

Ahab's inordinate

It is the goad which keeps him to his

quest as it is the partial source of his courage and strength;
but it also forces him, as Prometheus' forces him, to interpret the universal order according to his own mind alone.
Such pride preordains that the two Promethe ans are to believe
their quests just; it also preordains their fall.
Ahab's and Prometheus' make-up contains elements of
self-righteousness, the partial result of pride, but also
the result of intelligence and compassion.

Again, the char-

acteristic of self-righteousness is ambiguo us in that it is
evil and good simultaneously.

No Promethean can exist with-

our believing in the justness, the truthfulness of bis quest;
he must be convinced of his · own rightness, even smug in his
conviction, for a Promethean quest requires absolute devotion
to sustain itself, to complete itself.

The element of self-

righteousness per se is repulsive, however, for it is independence carried to its furthest extreme.

Prometheus, secure i n

his convictions, relies ~pon his own intelligence and moral
sense, regardless of the consequences to other beings, including Zeus.

This self-righteousness does not necessarily
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lead to evil consequences, but the element of absolutism,
almost tyranny in it contains tones of evil, for it bas the
capacity to lead to evil consequences.

There can be no

doubt that Ahab knows his quest is justified, even at the
expense of life; he, too, excludes other beings, other minds
and hearts, in planning and executing his quest, which he
believes to be greater than the lives of those a.round him.
He, too, is guilty of selfishness and self-righteousness;
he and Prometheus believe that they are capable of altering
circumstances for the better.
Another double-edged characteristic of the Promethean
is revenge, an element necessary to the stature of the
Promethean.

When Prometheus first feels the desire to re-

venge himself upon Zeus is debatable:

whether he, through

being discarded after establishing Zeus upon the throne,
revenges himself by stealing forbidden fire for man, or
whether he desires revenge only after he is cruelly punished
for his deed is not made explicit in the play.

Regardless

of when be first wishes revenge, Prometheus does harbor
intense desire for revenge on Zeus, and such desire is necessary for the working out of his quest.

Revenge is supposed

to be ignoble in any form, for it serves no purpose.

In this

situation, though it serves a purpose, 1 t is tainted; for it
is partly selfish, being generated .from wounded pride, as
are most cases of revenge.

In the following speech Prometheus'
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wounded pride, resentment, and possible motive for revenge
are evident:
But to your question, on what pretext he [ Zeus
Outrages me thus, I will now reply.
No sooner was he on bis father's throne
Seated secure than he assigned the gods
Their several privileges, to each appointing
Powers, but held the hapless race of man
Of no account, resolving to destroy
All human kind and sow new seed on earth.
And none defied his will in this save me,
I dared to do it, I delivered man
From death and steep destruction • • • • 1

J

Since the results of Prometheus' quest cannot be doubted as
to their goodness, the methods are not to be scrutinized
without mercy and compassion.

If the driving force behind

Prometheus' accomplishment is, in part, revenge, it is not
to be counted against him even though it could have caused
the downfall of Zeus' new reign, for it does not do so.

On

the contrary, it indirectly causes the evolution of that
reign of tyranny into one of mercy and temperance.

A similar

predicament of revenge involves Ahab, who after he is injured
by the Whale, begins his quest.

No small motivation for that

quest is his desire for vengeance, which, like Prometheus ' ,
is beneficial and evil simultaneously.
gets out of band:

Ahab's revenge almost

it threatens to destroy his power of reason,

his nobility, as Prometheus' revenge destroys, for a time, his
reason and his vision o~ his quest.

'l'hus it is edged with

evil, for it is destructive to ~he Promethean's stature. Also,

lpp. 66-67.
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it is destructive in another way.

It drives Ahab to want to

annihilate Moby Dick, the ambiguous principle of life, which
cannot be destroyed.

The effect of this driving desire for

revenge is repudiated at his encounter with the Whale; therefore its end is not evil.

The beneficial aspect of Ahab's

revenge, paradoxically, lies in being a goad for the initiation and completion of his quest, which is salvation for
Ahab and for all mankind.
From this discussion of the obvious similarities
between Ahab and Prometheus it is clear that the Promethean
hero is riddled with ambiguities or paradoxes.

His overt

characteristics are humanity and superiority of intellect,
pride, self-righteousness, and revenge; all of these characteristics are both good and evil:

they have the possi-

bility of resulting in evil, but they do not, except in
inconsequential matters which do not relate to the main quest
of the Promethean hero; they contain good in sufficient quantity to result in good.

The overall recklessness of the

Promethean is frightening for it may lead to tremendous destruction of life.

Perhaps his capacity for destruction

alone is that for which the Promethean can be held accountable; perhaps it is not, for be seems never to lose the quest
he struggles for .

The Promethean, in other words, is diffi-

cult to grasp; be is elusive, for be and his values are
ambiguous, although those values are clear to himself.
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Consequently, he is difficult to evaluate, not that evaluation is the main objective here, merely analysis and clari•
fication.

Before I discuss the significances of Ahab's and

Prometheus' quests, let me clarify the two powers which are
superior to these Prometheans and point out some similarities
and differences between them.
As bas been established 1n Chapters I, II, and III,
Zeus and Moby Dick, the antagonists of Prometheus and Ahab,
represent two systems of universal order which are paradoxical in that they are beneficial as well as malignant.
Zeus, an evolutionary system, reveals evil in his early
reign by his desire to destroy mankind.

Rather than reha-

bilitate that poor race, he prefers to eradicate it.

Destruc-

tion of one type or another is characteristic of his early
reign:
Chorus:

Who of the gods is so hardened?
To whom is thy [Prometheus'] sorrow a joy?
Who save only Zeus
but feels the pang of thy torments?
But he, ever savage of soul,
Swayeth the children of heaven;
Nor evil will cease till his heart
Is satiate grown, or another
Snatches the empire by guile.
Stern is the son of Cronos,
1
And deaf his heart to beseeching •
• • • 0 insolent
Laws, O sceptre of Zeus,
How over the gods of old 2
ye wield despotic ~ight!

2Ibid., p.

1 Ibid., p. 12.

19.
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Moby Dick, not an evolutionary power like Zeus, is static
and passive in his goodness, but active in his evil, whereas
Zeus is active in both.

Moby Dick's malignancy is similar

to that of Zeus in that it involves destruction and cruelty.
When approached as Ahab approaches him, with the intention
of understanding him, Moby Dick demonstrates his immense
power to destroy.

He will tolerate no champions, as Zeus

will tolerate none.

Melville describes the Wnale's malig-

nancy and his capacity for destruction:
Nor was it his unwonted magnitude, nor his remarkab l e hue, nor yet his deformed lower jaw, that so
much invested the whale with natural terror, as
that unexampled, intelligent malignity which,
according to specific accounts, he had over and
over again evinced in his assaults.I
• • • in most instances, such seemed the White
Whale's infernal aforethought of ferocity, that
every dismembering or death that he caused was
not wholly regarded as having been inflicted by an
unintelligent agent.2
The evil or malignancy in Zeus and Moby Dick is necessary,
from one point of view, for the preservation of themselves.
Zeus, after Prometheus sins against him, assures his supremacy and his very stability by punishing Prometheus severely.
Moby Dick destroys or mutilates all those who pursue him.
Zeus reveals his benignity only later in his reign
after he has experienced many misfortunes and has suffered
much.

Then does he temper his power with justice and
1 Pp. 265-266.

2rb~., p. 266,
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compassion.

It is at this time that Prometheus discloses

the secret which will save him; Zeus then releases Prometheus
and reinstates him.

Zeus' goodness is genuine and sound, for

it has evolved after years of experience.
positive, but Moby Dick's is not.

His benevolence is

The Whale's goodness is

not exactly negative, but is equivalent to the idea that
pleasure is simply the absence of pain.

I discussed in

Chapter II the fact that if Moby Dick is left alone, if he
is viewed from afar with no attempt whatsoever at an understanding of him, he seems good and beautiful and beneficent.
Such a concept of his goodness borders on the negative; yet
t he goodness is there.

The fact that he, an albino and the

greatest of all the Sperm Whales, bas swum the oceans since
t he beginning of time, says Melville, that he is the greatest
and most powerful inhabitant of the oceans, and that he is
ubiquitous both in time and space make the almost negative
beauty or goodness of Moby Dick fairly positive, for he is
omnipresent and eternal:

11

Moby Dick

is

not only ubiquitous,

but immortal (for immortality is but ubiquity in time) • • • • "l
Such a guarantee of goodness is reassuring, more reassuring
th an a transient positive goodness.
The universal orders represented by Zeus and Moby
Dick are riddled with pa~adoxes, as are the champions who
oppose them.

Both powers contain these paradoxes because

1Ibid., p. 264.

W2

they are necessary:

good and evil are indissoluble qualities,

one depending upon the other in order to exist; one quality
is often, but not always, the result of the other.

It is

meant that champions such as Ahab and Prometheus should
exist to eradicate the evil part inherent in these powers.
It is also natural that in attempting to eradicate this
evil, champions should commit or almost commit an evil themselves .

Any concept of a rhythmic order of the universe

must admit of the dual principle of good and evil, whether
that order is symbolized by a whale, a calf, a bird, or a
man-god; any champion who, through compassion, love, hatred,
revenge, and self-righteousness, feels he must eradicate
evil is automatically open to evil action himself.

Yet the

Promethean somehow circumnavigates the greatest evil he can
commit and performs at least a particle of the good deed he
intends.

Inherent in the completion of his quest is a great

loss, either of life or of the qualities that make a
Promethean--pride, revenge, hatred, or love.

Prometheus

and Ahab accomplish much for mankind, and these accomplishments and their significances are presented in the following
paragraphs, along with their losse s .
One of the paradoxes of the Promethean Quest is that
of the fortunate fall.

frometheus and Ahab, who attempt to

annihilate the evil re sident in , tbe laws of the universe,
violate the dual nature of existence.

Implied in their
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attempt is the necessity of a downfall, one that is beneficent, for it is the means through which maturity and understanding are attained.

Through his banishment from heaven

and his long punishment Prometheus comes to terms not only
with Zeus but with himself:

he foregoes his pride, hatred,

and desire for revenge to join with Zeus in the further
improvement of mankind's lot.
in another way.

Prometheus' fall is desirable

Indirectly it is the basis for Zeus'

maturity, for his eventual reign of justice and dignity.
Ahab's fall is beneficial to himself and to his antagonist.
His death insures Moby Dick's life, and it is essential, of
course , that Moby Dick survive.

By falling, Ahab finally

understands the nature of his quest and his own nature.

He

is able to see the qualities in himself that make him greater
than most men; he is able to see that those qualities are in
the final analysis good, though agonizing, and are necessary
to mankind for him to achieve greater understanding of the
forces that control him.

Before he is killed--by his own

line and not by the 'Whale, incidentally--he knows he must be
destroyed in the act of ebasing the Whale; he at l as t understands the situation he has placed himself in.

He realizes

why be must be killed, but be also understands that, though
destroyed, be is not conquered, for the qualities which make
him great are unconquerable :
'Oh, Ahabl What shall be grand in thee, it must needs
be plucked at from the skies, and dived for in the
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deep, and featured in the unbodied air! 11
'Nor '!tJhite Whale, nor man, nor fiend, can so much
as graze old Ahab in his own proper and inaccessible
being. 1 2
'Oh, now I feel my topmost greatness lies in my topmost grief.' 3
The Promethean, however, like great tragic heroes, must fall.
The advantage of his fall is that it is beneficial not only
to himself but to the quest to which he devotes his life.
Ahab's and Prometheus' falls actually result in the completion of their quests.
Native to the quests of the protagonists is the
elemental and timeless conflict between good and evil, which
I have pointed out earlier.

,Ahab and Prometheus, since they

strive to overcome some evil, feel their quests and the
manner in which they conduct them are undeniably just and
good.

They fail to see the possibility of any evil conse-

quences of their quests; perhaps it is as well that they do
not.

Their antagonists have perpetrated evil, of course;

but, as I have pointed out several times, evil is a necessary
force.

Its being necessary, however, cannot preclude great

men from trying to eradicate it for the benefit of all mankind.

One of the struggles of human beings is to annihilate

evil or at least modify it; those few who have the courage
l ~ . , p. 211.
2 P. 802.

3p. 820.
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to confront it to destroy it Illllst run the risk, it seems,
of committing evil themselves.

The quest of the Promethean

is not evil, however, but primarily good; it is only the
possible side effects of the quest that are evil.

Still

more paradoxical and confusing is the fact that the antagonists, who are being challenged, contain good, a fact
pointed out earlier.

The quest of the Promethean involves

a labyrinth of conflicts between good and evil; but to be
a Promethean, a hero's quest must eventually result in some
good.

Prometheus's and Ahab's quests do.
Another paradox of the Promethean quest is that the

hero must cozmnit a crime in order to achieve good.

Here, I

am summarizing my presentation in Chapter Il of Prometheus
as a sinner, a criminal according to a precept of Nietzsche's,
but analyzing for the first time Ahab as a perpetrator of a
crime.

Prometheus transgresses the will of Zeus to obtain

fire and life for man, thereby sinning against his supreme
being.

He is the arch sinner, the supreme transgressor of

the will of the universal order, one whom all succeeding
Prometheans must follow to achieve their ques ts.

Although

his sin or his crime was eventually beneficial to mankind,
his transgression represents an eternal breach between man
and the forces that control him.
assaulting the White Whale.

Ahab, too, sins in

He ,commits a crime in assuming

that he has the prerogative to destroy the evil in the law
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of the universe, but by that crime he attains a higher insight into the nature of himself and his antagonist.
his crime, which is beneficial, he is destroyed.

For

His efforts

and the efforts of all Prometheans are rewarded in this
manner:

rtThe best and highest that men can acquire they

must obtain by a crime, and then they must in turn endure
its consequences, namely, the whole flood of sufferings and
sorrows with which the offended divinities~ requite the
nobly aspiring race of man. 01

Ahab's consequence is, of

course, death, whereas Prometheus' is terrible punishment.
The sins committed by Ahab and Prometheus exemplify
the irreconcilable conflict between the individual and the
universal, which I have analyzed in Chapters I and III.
Both Prometheans must defy the universal in order to perform some good; they carmot join with it to accomplish
good.

As they battle the universal to achieve their quests,

they also attempt to become part of the universal themselves.
In order that they may do so they must relinquish some of the
qualities of the individual to become universal.

By stealing

divine fire, Prometheus achieves universality for himself and
for mankind through his powerful intellect, his humanity, his
sense of justice, and his independence; but by foregoing
later his hatred, his desire for revenge, and his intense
pride, he enters the universal qimself and is reconciled to

1 Nietzsche, .QE.•

ill.•,

P• 226.
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it.

Ahab attempts to grasp some measure of the universal

for himself and for mankind, some measure of the understanding of the forces that control him and all human beings;
not only does he desire unde r ·s t anding, but he seeks to crush
the misery that has plagued man from bis beginning.

His

intense hatred, which he never relinquishes, prevents him
f rom understanding the universal or entering it completely,
as Prometheus eventually enters it.

His partial grasp of

universality lies in his recognition that his intense striving and all the qualities which enable him to strive are the
truth of his life and the highest truth of the life of mankind.

Ahab and Prometheus fight the universal to accomplish

a goal; they also fight it to become part of it themselves.
Ahab and Prometheus are par tially controlled by the
order of the universe and partially independent of it; their
quests are also.

Ahab's and Prometheus' personalities are

of such strength and independence that both Prometheans may
rebel against the world order or not; theirs is the choice.
They are not chained to an inflexible fate ; yet the same
personalities that permit them a choice are so constructed
that they will choose to rebel, for those personalities are
naturally repulsed by the situations in which the Prometheans
find themselves, situations or circumstances that stem from
and are caused by the universal ,orders.

Their quests, since

they are projections of the characters of Ahab and Prometheus,
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are similarly controlled.

Their quests are caused by Zeus

and Moby Dick, but they are initiated and fulfilled by the
Prometheans, whose personalities, again, are responsible
for their courses of action.

The systems of order are re-

sponsible, unwittingly or not, for the assault upon themselves. Through their actions they create Prometheans who
defy them and who threaten their existence, who find suffi - .
cient grievances to embark on a quest against them.

Through

the interplay of control and independence paradoxical
Prometheans and their paradoxical quests are originated.
This same interplay is only a facet or the deep conflict
between the individual and the universal.
The Promethean quest, hopelessly riddled with paradoxes, is nevertheless a living quest, truly a living quest
because of the paradoxes .

If the Promethean quest were

clear-cut, sinwle, and direct, it would lack meaning; it
would be devoid of the rich associations it has because of
its confusing paradoxes.

Besides being paradoxical, and

partly because of the paradoxes, the Promethean quest is
timeless and universal.

In the first place, the Promethean

quest, itself a very old and recurring myth, embodies other
myths dear to mankind, myths which have always appeared and
will always appear in the best literature, no matter the
peculiar idiom in which they are, expressed:

the Job myth,

the Satan and Christ myths, the myth or divine fire, and
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the Adamic myth.

Here, however, only the Christ and Satan

myths are considered.

The Christ myth is evident in -Ahab's

and Prometheus' quests, as well as being evident in themselves.

Prometheus is an earlier Christ, 1 striving to save

the lives and souls of mankind by giving them living and
spiritual fire.

For bis salvation he is crucified for thirty

thousand years, but he is eventually reinstated in heaven,
joined with the father.

Ahab's quest is superhuman, beyond

the conception and accomplishment of ordinary men, a quest
fit for a demi-god.

His mission, to destroy the evil in

the universe that causes all man's suffering, is Christ's.
The destruction, as Matthiessen says, inherent in Ahab's
quest is that of the

11

Man-God, the self-appointed Messiah. •2

The martyrdom that befalls Ahab for his supernatural quest
befalls Christ.

His death and symbolic ~esurre c tion echo

Christ.

Another myth, closely allied to Christ's, is the

Satanic.

Prometheus, like Satan in pride, intellect, and

hatred, rebels against the father and is hurled out of
heaven, to be punished in bell.

He, like Milton's Satan in

circumstance, size, and impassioned language, is the archdefier who threatens the existence of the universe.

Ahab,

too, is the arch-defier who threatens the existence of the
universal order.

With hatred, pride, revenge, and self-will

lcr. Shelley's use of the Christ myth, revealed to
Prometheus by the Furies, in Prometheus Unbound, ,! ct I.
2P.

459.
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he pits himself against the source of creation in order to
destroy it; he allies himself with evil, as indicated by the
imagery and the Parsee in Moby-Dick, and joins the wills of
his crew to his own in a Satanic confirmation in order to
accomplish his quest.
~

second reason that the Promethean quest is time-

less and universal is that it depends upon the greatest
quality of man's nature, bis constant striving toward some
goal for its completion.

Prometheus' striving to save man

is the greatest aspiration of ·all.

The stature of such

striving is unequaled; the effects of such striving are
unmatched in their eventual goodness.

More memorable to

the admirers of Prometheus is not so much his accomplishment, but bis aspiring to accomplish a quest of such magnitude.

Ahab carries on the tradition of Prometheus:

he

relinquishes all but the barest contact with his immediate
world in order to strive the greater for his goal; feeling
all the sufferings and frustrations of mankind, he stretches
to the limit his heart and mind in order to eradicate those
sufferings and frustrations.

Ahab is the epitome of man

striving to attain an end.
My

third reason, allied to the second--my answer

to why the Promethean quest is timeless and universal--is
that it sets forth in brief the history of man's struggle
I

to control the forces in the universe and even to exist
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under them.

Prometheus first attempts to give mankind some

glimmer of understanding of the forces controlling him by
giving him physical and spiritual fire.

Prometheus risks

himself so that mankind will not always remain totally
ignorant of the universe that can destroy him and yet that
can give him life •
quest.

.Ahab only furthers Prometheus' original

He protests against mankind's being controlled by

superior forces of which he knows nothing except the effects.
He especially protests against man's being subjected, almost
indifferently, to evil, evil that he does not deserve and
that he does not understand.

He fights to make possible

man's great desire to understand and thereby maneuver some
of the forces about him, not to be an insignificant tool in
the hands of those forces.

Both Prometheans dramatize, in

battling out their quests, the long and bitter efforts of
man to free himself from slavery to the unknown.
I hope that by this chapter, which outlines the
parallels between Ahab and Prometheus, their quests and
their antagonists, Ah ab is readily seen as a Promethean, a
hero, set apart by his intellectual and humane characteristics, who strives against an elemental power in order to
perform some quest beneficial to mankind, but who, in
attempting his quest violates some principle of life and
suffers for it.

He possesses the characteristics belong-

ing to a Promethean:

intense pride, hatred, desire for

ll2

revenge, superior intellect, depth of feeling or humanity,
goodness, and evil.

His quest, though containing elements

of the personal, is intended to benefit mankind.

He has

an antagonist, one stronger than he, whose will be transgresses in order to perform bis quest.

For this trans-

gression, which is inevitable, be suffers death; but by his
death he triumphs for himself and for all mankind, raising
his quest to the level of man's highest aspirations.
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